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MASTER
ABSTRACT

Two alternative configurations of the waste-handling building have

been developed for the proposed nuclear waste repository in tuff at Yucca

Mountain, Nevada. One configuration is based on criteria and assumptions

used in Case 2 (no monitored retrievable storage facility, no

consolidation), and the other configuration is based on criteria and

assumptions used in Case 5 (consolidation at the monitored retrievable

storage facility) of the Monitored Retrievable Storage System Study for

the Repository. Desirable waste-handling design concepts have been
selected and are included in these configurations. For each

configuration, general arrangement drawings, plot plans, block flow

diagrams, and timeline diagrams are prepared.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Two alternative configurations for the waste-handling building (WHB),

Cases A and B, have been developed for the proposed nuclear waste

repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, based on Cases 2 and 5 of the "MRS

System Study for the Repository" (BN1, 1989).

The design criteria and assumptions from the MRS System Study along

with other ass_unptions identified in this study have been used in

designing the WHBs for Cases A and B, respectively. In addition, improved

waste-handling concepts have been evaluated for incorporation in the

building layouts.

In Case A, there is no monitored retrievable storage facility. Ali

spent fuel assemblies are shipped directly from the reactor to the

repository, where they are placed intact in containers for emplacement.

There is no spent fuel consolidation at the repository. Defense high-

level waste (DHLW) and West Valley high-level waste (WVHLW) arrive at the

repository in canisters that are then placed in containers for

emplacement.

In Case B, spent fuel assemblies (except those from western reactors)

are consolidated and placed in canisters at the monitored retrievable

storage facility, stored, and then shipped to the repository, where they

are placed in containers for emplacement. Spent fuel assemblies from

western reactors are shipped directly to the repository where they are
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placed in containers and emplaced underground. There is no spent fuel

consolidation at the repository. DHLW and WVHLW arrive at the repository

in canisters that are then placed in containers for emplacement.

The system engineering approach of iterative design has been used in

developing the alternative configurations for the WHB. In this approach,

the design criteria and assumptions are developed first, followed by the

block flow diagrams, which identify the major sequence of waste-handling

operations. Then, the alternative configurations are developed using the

established design criteria, assumptions, and block flow diagrams, along

with improved waste-handling concepts. As these configurations are

developed, the designs are continuously evaluated and revised to meet the

design criteria and to conform to design assumptions. The designs are

also evaluated for adequacy in providing proper system interfaces,
q

minimizing radiation exposure to operating personnel, minimizing the

spread of contamination, and providing for equipment maintenance.

Timeline diagrams have been prepared on the basis of the WHB

configurations, These configurations are then revised and equipment is

added until the required waste throughput rates have been achieved and are

verified by the timeline diagrams.

The design of the Case A WHB is similar to the design of the Case B

WHB in many respects. The Case B _qB area is smaller, however, because

fewer casks are received. Following is a list of the major differences

between the Case A and the Case B WHBs.
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o The Case A WHB has five truck and three rail cask receiving and

shipping bays; the Case B WHB has three rail cask receiving and

shipping bays. The Case B design is based on the fact that ali

spent fuel assemblies from the monitored retrievable sterage

facility are shipped by rail and that the relatively small amounts

of spent fuel shipped by truck from western reactors can be

received in one of the rail cask shipping bays. Because rail casks

can hold more canisters than truck casks, fewer casks are received

in the Case B WHB.

o For the same reason, there are nine cask preparation area access

hatches, nine cask preparation stations, and nine cask-unloading

ports for the Case A WHB, as compared with only five cask

preparation area access hatches, five cask preparation stations,

and five cask-unloading ports for the Case B WHB.

o For Case A, only intact bare spent fuel and DHLW/q_VHLW canisters

are received at the WHB. Eight unloading hot cells are used for

unloading spent fuel, and one hot cell is used for unloading DHLW

and WVHLW.

o For Case B, intact spent fuel and consolidated spent fuel rods in

canisters from the monitored retrievable storage facility, hardware

cages from the monitored retrievable storage facility, intact bare

spent fuel from western reactors, and DHLW/WVHLW canisters are

received at the WHB, There are three unloading hot cells for
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unloadi_Lg the canistered intact spent fuel, canistered consolidated

spent f_el rods, and hardware cages; there is a _eparate hot cell

for unl¢,ading the intact bare spent fuel from web,tern reactors; and
f IJ ,,

there i_ another separate hot cell for the DHLW/_VHLW canisters.
j !

J
!

o The timeline diagrams and throughput analyses ini_icate that the

required amount of waste (3,000 MTU per year of Jspent fuel and

400 MTU per year of DHLW/WVHLW) can be processe_L by using either
' iI

the Case A WHB or the Case B WHB. The maximum/waste throughput

rates of the Case A WHB and the Case B WHB are iabout 18_ and II_
!

higher, respectively, than the required rate. These maximum rates

are based on 6 productive hours/shift, 2 shifts/day, 250 days/yr,

and an equipment availability of 90_ of the productive hours.

Major features that differ from the WHB concepts presented in previous

published Yucca Mountain Project reports, such as the "Site

Characterization Plan Conceptual Design Report" (SNL, 1987) and "An

Analysis of Repository Waste-Handling Operations" (Dennis, 1990) have been

incorporated in the Case A and Case B WHBs. lnese features and their

advantages are as follows:

o Drive-through cask raceiving and shipping bays permit easier entry

of the facility transfer vehicle and cask carrier than do back-ln

cask receiving and shipping bays, as shown in the W-HB arrangements

given by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) (1987) and Dennis

(1990). This feature also reduces the span of the large-capacity

crane used for lifting the casks off the carrier.
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o Ventilation barriers separate the potentially contaminated cask

preparation areas from the cask receiving and shipping area. As a

result, the potential for contamination in the latter area is

ins_gnificant.

o Modular waste-unloading and welding hot cells facilitate design

changes, allow waste unloading to continue even if one or more of

the hot cells is down for maintenance, eliminate potential crane

interferences, and help contain the spread of contamination,

o Inertia welding is used for the closure weld of the waste

container. This welding method offers good quality and consistent

welds,

o Through the use of passive cooling in the surface storage vault,

the decay heat is removed from the stored waste containers without

using active equipment, suc_l as fans. Passive cooling also results

in greater reliability (no equipment failure) and lower operating

costs from lower energy const_ption and less maintenance.

o Nonroutine repairs (e.g., replacement of seals ,and baskets) and

decontamination of the exteriors and interiors of the casks are

performed in the cask maintenance area. The layout facilitates the

transfer of casks from the cask preparation stations to the cask

maintenance area by minimizing travel distance and _hus minimizing

the potential spread of contamination,
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o The waste is loaded into the container located in a separate area

under the unloading hot cell, This feature reducesthe potential

spread of contamination from the unloading hot cell to the

container's exterior surfaces,

o Waste containers are loaded in several hot cells, thus allowing

loading to continue even if a hot cell is down for maintenance,

o The use of robotics to perform some operations in the cask

receiving and the cask preparation areas reduces radiation exposure

to the operators.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to review design concepts for the

surface waste-handling facilities at the repository and to incorporate

the desirable features of these concepts into two configurations for a

waste-handling building (WHB)' Case A, one with no monitored retrievable

storage facility (MRS), and Case B, one with an MRS. These two cases are

based on the design criteria and assumptions in the "MRS System Study for

the Repository" (BN1, 1989) for Cases 2 and 5, respectively, and other

applicable assumptions.

I.2 Scope

In this study, criteria, assumptions, and concepts from the MRS

Systems Study (BN1, 1989) are used in the development of the Case A and

Case B WHB configurations. The design criteria and assumptions are

developed first, followed by the block flow diagrams, which identify the

major sequence of waste-handling operations. Then, the alternative

configurations for the WHB are developed using the established design

criteria, assumptions, and block flow diagrams, along with improved

waste-handling concepts. Timeline diagrams, based on the developed WHB

configurations, are prepared to verify that the required waste throughput

rates can be achieved. Plot plans are also prepared to reflect the WHB

configurations developed.

1-1/1-2
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2.0 WASTE-HANDLING FEATURES COMMON TO BOTH CASES A AND B

2,1 Cenera,l Design Criteria and As s_Lmptions

Case A is based on Case 2 of the MRS System Study (BN1, 1989). In

Case A, there is no monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facility, Ali

spent fuel (SF) assemblies are shipped directly to the repository, where

they are placed intact in containers for emplacement. No SF is

consolidated at the repository. Defense high-level waste (DHLW) and West

Valley high-level waste [WVHLW) are received in canisters at the

repository, where the canisters are packaged in containers for

emplacement underground.

Case B is based on Case 5 of the MRS System Study (BN1, 1989), Spent

fuel assemblies (except those from western reactors) are consolidated,

placed irl canisters, and stored at the MRS facility; the canisters,are

then shipped to the repository, where they are packaged for emplacement.

Spent fuel assemblies from western reactors are shipped to the repository

intact where they are placed in containers and emplaced underground. No

SF is consolidated at the repository. Defense high-level waste and WVHLW

are received in canisters at the repo itory, which are packaged in

containers for emplacement.

Where criteria and assumptions from the MRS System Study (BNl, 1989)

conflict with criteria and assumptions from other documents, the criteria

and assumptions from Bechtel National, Inc, (BN1) (1989) govern. Where

the same design criteria and assumptions appear in BN1 (1989) and other
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documents, only BN1 (1989) is cited here, Additional specific design

assumptions for each case are listed in Subsections 3,1 and 4.1.

The following design criteria and assumptions pertain to WHB for both

configurations,

2,1,i Desig n Criteria Refe'_

o The repository is designed to accommodate 70,000 BNl, 1989

metric tons of uranium (MTU) of waste: 63,020 MTU

of SF, 6,340 MTU of DHLW, and 640 MTU of WVHLW.

o The receipt rate of SF increases from 400 MTU/yr, BN1, 1989

in the years 2003 through 2005, to a maximum

of 3,000 MTU/yr, beginning 2008. DHLW and WVHLW

are received at a constant (combined) rate of

400 MTU/yr, beginning in 2008 and ending

in 2025.

o Measured on an MTU basis, 66.7% of the SF BN1, 1989

received at the repository is from pressurized

water reactors (PWR) and 33.3% is from

boiling water reactors (BWR).
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DesSgn Criteria (Concluded) Reference

o Each DHLW canister contains the equivalent of BN1, 1989

0,5 MTU; each WVHLW canister contains

the equivalent of 2,13 MTU.

o The uranium content of the PWR fuel is

0.43 MTU/assembly, BN1, 1989

o The uranium content of the BWR fuel is

0.18 MTU/assembly, BN1, 1989

2,1,2 _ssumptions

The general assumptions listed in this subsection that are not

identified by a reference are assumptions that apply to this study only.

o Ali DHLW and WVHLW is shipped to the repository BN1, 1989

in rail casks that hold five canisters. The

design of the DHLW and WVHLW cask-unloading

facilities, however, does not preclude acceptance

of truck casks.

o The thermal power of ali DHLW and WVHLW containers BN1, 1989

is 200 W/container at the time of emplacement.
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AssumptiQ_s (Continued) geference

o The total thermal power of a container is BN1, 1989

limited to 3,500 W,

o The container material is low-carbon austenitic Dennis, 1990

stainless steel.

o The container closure is welded using the

inertia welding method,

o The interior of ali containers must be filled

with an inert gas before disposal,

o Nondestructive examination (NDE) of' the closure

weld of the wastecontainer by ultrasonic

inspection is required.

o Spent fuel assemblies and HLW canisters are

inspected remotely for identification.

o A queue of casks is always available for processing.
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A.ssump tion_s (Continued) Reference

o There are 6 productive hours/8-hr shift, BN1, 1989

The remaining time is nonproductive based on

changes in workers from shift to shift, breaks, and

end-of-day interruptions.

o Operations are conducted or, a 2-shift/day basis. BNI, 1989

The remaining shift is used for maintenance.

o Operations are conducted on a 5-day/wk basis, BN1, 1989
J

o Operations are conducted on a 250-day/yr basis, BN1, 1989

o Equipment is available 90% of the productive hours, BN1, 1989

o The exterior and internal configurations of the

DHLW and WVHLW container are as shown in Figures 2-i

and 2-2,

o One container is used for intact SF assemblies,

SF in canisters, and hardware cages, as shown in

Figure 2-3. The internal structure of this

container varies with the type of waste it holds,
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I

Figure 2-],, Configuration and External Dimensions of the DHLW
and WVHLW Container
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/ WVHLW CANISTER

DISPCS .,. 24" DIA
CONTAINER

26" DIA

WASTE FORM

Figure 2-2, Configuration and Internal Dimensions of the DHLW
and WVHLW Container (BNI, 1989)
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Figure 2-3, Configuration and External Dimensions for the Intact

Spent Fuel, Canistered Spent Fuel, and Hardware
Container
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Assumptions (Concluded) Reference

o Cask characteristics and features a_e listed in DOE, 1986

Tables 2-1 and 2-2, and are shown in Figures 2-4

and 2-5.

o The cask transportation vehicle data are listed

in Table 2-3 and features are shown in Figures 2-6 DOE, 1986

through 2-9.

2.2 Description of the Design

In this subsection, the major waste-handling features common to both

configurations are discussed. The system engineering approach is used in

developing the alternative WHB configurations. During the course of

developing the WHB configurations, the designs are continuously evaluated

and revised for conformance with the established design criteria and

assumptions. The designs are also evaluated and revised to make sure the

arrai,gements and equipment provided can permit the required waste

throughput rates to be achieved. In addition, the designs are

continuously evaluated and _evised to provide proper system interfaces,

minimize radiation exposure,, minimize the spread of contamination, meet

safety requirements, and provide for equipment maintenance.
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TABLE 2-1

FEATURES COMMON TO ALL TRANSPORTATION CASKS a

Personnel barrier Nonremovable (sliding) b
Impact limiters Removable

Closure configuration Separate outer and inner

bolted closure Lleads (lids)
Trunnions Four near th_ closure e_Id

and two at the opposite end

Coolant Inert gas
Maximum temperature of accessible 180 F
cask surfaces

Dose rate

At accessible surface 50 mrem/hr

6.6 ft from vehicle I0 mrem/hr

aSource' U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) (1986), except as noted
otherwise.

bSource' Gries.neyer (1988).

T_A.BLE 2-2

SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CASKS

ARRIVING AT THE REPOSITORY a

Diameter x Length Weight

Type (in.) (tons) Capacity b

Truck

PWR 72 x 216 25 3 a_"emblies

BWR 72 x 216 25 7 assemblies

Rail

DHLW i00 x 151 95 5 canisters

PWR 102 x 216 I00 21 assemblies

BWR 102 x 216 I00 48 assemblies

PWR 120 x 216 150 c 28 assemblies

(56 consolidated

assemblies)
BWR 120 x 216 150 c 61 assemblies

(140 consolidated

assemblies)

a. Source: DOE (1986).

b. The cask capacities given in this table are from BN1 (1989).

c. The rail cask from the monitored retrieval storage facility is assumed

to weigh 150 tons,
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Figure 2-4. Lid Design for a Postulated Spent Fuel Shipping Cask
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1

Figure 2-5. Postulated Personnel Barrier (Sliding Type) (Griesmeyer,
1988)
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TAB,,L.E _-3

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRANSPORT VEHICLES"

i

Characteristic Truck with Trailer Railroad Car b

Height 13.5 ft 15,1 ft
Width 8 ft i0 ft 2 in,

Length 60 ft 55 ft 9 in.

Weight (loaded) 40 tons 132 tons

Turning Radius 50 ft 185 ft
Position of Cask Horizontal Horizontal

on Vehicle

Tie-down Feature Tie-down cradle Tie-down cradle

integrated with integrated with
trailer; cask railroad car; cask

clamped to cradle clamped to cradle

aSource' Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) (1987).

bThe dimensions for a four-axle railroad car are rounded off. (See Figure
2-9 for eight-axle railroad car dimensions.)

2.2.1 Cask Receiving and Shipping Area

The cask receiving and shipping area is the entry point for loaded

casks and the departing point for empty casks. A drive-through concept

is used for this area, which is arranged so that the facility transfer

vehicle can pull the cask carrier (either rail or truck) into and out of

the cask receiving bays in one direction. The drive-through arrangement

allows easier ingress and egress for the facility transfer vehicle than

does the back-in cask receiving and shipping concept used by SNL (1987)

and Dennis (1990) and reduces the span of the large-capacity crane.

For the back-in concept, the facility vehicle pushes the cask carrier

into the cask receiving and shipping bay. This may be difficult for the
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MAXIMUMWIDTH !

IS 8 FEET

-- • ,, 36'-0" MIN -- , .... ,__;,...
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Figure 2.,6. Five-Axle Legal Weight Truck (DOE, 1986)
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;8 FEET 4'-1" 4'.1- 4'-1" 4'-1"
_--- 11'-0" "- -.. _-_ , _ 4 3o'.o" _ I-"- <-----"_

This is a ty?ical value. The overall length cf the ovecweight cask
tractor/trailer combination shall be designed to allow ovecweisht
permits to be obtained in most of the 48 contiguous states.

Figure 2-7. Seven-Axle Overweight Truck (DOE, 1986)
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55'-9"

Figure 2-8. Four-Axle Railroad Car (DOE, 1986)
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truck cask carrier, which has a pivot point, Although the back-in

concept may have some advantages, such as shorter crane-handling

distances, the easier maneuverability and reduced crane span favor the

drive-through concept as used in the alternative WHB layouts,

The cask receiving and shipping bays are sized to accommodate the
i

facility transfer vehicle and cask carrier so that only one door needs to

be open in one bay at a time,

The cask receiving and shipping area has bridge cranes for upending

and un].oadlng the shipping cask from the cask carrier, Two separate

areas for crane maintenance allow one of the two cranes to offload casks

when the other crane is being repaired, Gantry cranes are also provided

to remove the cask impact limiters, Each gantry crane is equipped with

an electromechanical (ELMCH) manipulator to perform the rad.lological

surveys of the cask, The use of an ELMCH manipulator reduces radiation

exposure to the workers,

The cask receiving and shipping area is separated from the cask

preparation area by cask access hatches that act as venti.lation barriers,

thus preventing the spread of potential contaminants from the cask

preparation area to the cask receiving and shipping area, This feature

is different from that shown in the SNL (1987) and Dennis (1990) WHB

layouts, where the cask preparation stations are located in the cask

receiving and shipping area, The cask receiving and shipping area could

become potentially contaminated by the cask preparation operations, The

large 'volume of exhaust air would need to be high-efflciency particulate
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air (HEPA) filtered, which is an expensive operation, For this reason,

separating the cask preparation area from the cask receiving and shipping

area is a desirable feature and is incorporated in this study, Under

each cask access hatch, there is a ,:ransfer car to receive the cask and

then move it either to the cask preparation area (the routine operation)

or to the cask maintenance area, if required (a nonroutine op_,ration),

2,2,2 Cask Prep_ra_$0_ Area

The cask preparation area consists of individual cask preparation

stations separated from one another by physical barriers, Laydown spaces

are provided in each station for the cask outer lid, the cask seal

adapter, and the lifting fixture, In each of these stations, a robotic

arm prepares the cask (e,g,, unbolting the lids of the cask), thereby

reducing potential radiation exposure to the plant operators, A monorail

hoist lifts the cask seal adapter, The functions that cannot be

performed by the robotic arm (such as taking samples of cask cavity gas)

are performed by operators working from platforms,

The cask preparation area has a gas sampling and purging system,

Each cask transfer car is equipped with a compr_ssed air supply to

inflate the cask seal adapter while the cask is under the waste unloading

port and to maintain the seal while the waste is unloaded from the cask

and transferred to the unloading hot cell,
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The cask preparation area is accessible to plant operators, but,

because of the functions being performed (such as opening the cask outer

lid, swiping, and sampling of cask cavity gas), there is a potential for

the ventilation air to be contaminated, Therefore, doors that act as

radiation shields and ventilation barriers separate each cask preparation

station from the corresponding cask unloading station under the unloading

hot cell,

2,2,3 W_ste-UT]!'oadi,ngHot Cel,l

The WHB layouts given in SNL (1987) and Dennis (1990) use a common

hot cell for unloading the waste from the casks Because of the required

throughput rates, several cranes are needed to perform the many

operations in the same hot cell, This could cause crane interferences

and inefficient handling operations,

As a result of the lessons learned in the previous WHB layouts,

modular hot cells are provided for unloading the waste from the casks,

Designed with standardized dimensions and equipment to handle similar

functions, these cells facilitate expansion or reduction to meet design

requirements, allow waste-handling operations to continue even if one or

more of the cells is down for maintenance, eliminate crane interferences,

and help contain the spread of contamination, In each unloading hot

cell, there is a 20-ten bridge crane equipped with an ELMCH manipulator,

Each unloading hot cell has a cask-uhloading port and can be used to

unload either truck or rail casks, The transfer car that moves the casks
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to the unloading hot cell is designed for the heaviest cask, The floor

shield plug over the wa,_te-unload!.ng station is designed in two
,!

concentric pieces: an inner shie!ld plug and an outer shield plug, The

inner shield plug ts removed for iunloading truck casks, and both the

inner and outer shield plugs are removed for unloading rail casks,

Laydown spaces are provided in each unloading hot cell for the inner

shield plug, the outer shield p].ug, the cask inner lid, and the lifting

fixtures.

In each unloading hot cell, there are fixed racks to hold the waste

unloaded from a cask. The racks in the hot cells for bare intact SF are

sized to accommodate the asseli,_bliesfrom 1.5 PWR rail casks and 1.5 BWR

rail casks. This permits a full cask to be unloaded even if there are

still some SF assemblies left in the racks. For the hot cells unloading

canistered SF from the MRS facility, the racks are sized for 1.5 rail

casks of 6 x 6 canisters, 1,5 rail casks of 9 x 9 canisters, and two rail

casks of hardware cages. For the hot cells unloading DHLW canisters, the

racks are sized for four rail casks, The racks allow the waste to be

unloaded quickly, so that the cask may be returned to the transportation

fleet for reuse, By temporarily storing the waste in racks rather than

packaging directly in containers (which may not be available), quicker

cask turnaround is achieved,

Each unloading hot cell has a container-loading port equipped with a

shield valve. The container-loading port is used for loading the waste
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into an empty container positioned below the port, Container transfer

cars move the empty containers to the contalner-loading ports and

transfer the loaded containers from the loading ports to the welding ho_

cell entrance ports,

Each unloading hot cell has a crane maintenance area, A common

shield door mounted on rollers protects the maintenance personnel in this

area from radiation,

2,2,4 Welding Hot_Cells

The WHB layouts given in SNL (1987) and Dennis (1990) show container

closure weld operations being performed in the unloading hot cell, The

welding'method was not defined, and space allocation for the welder was

very limited,

For the alternative WHB configurations, three modular welding hot

cells are used, The welding method for the container closure weld has

not been selected for the repository program, but for this study it is

assumed that inertia welding is used, Studies conducted by Lawrence

l,ivermore National Laboratory have indicated that welds produced by the

inertia welding method are consistent and of high quality,

There are three welding hot cells for welding the container lid to

the waste container, Each welding hot cell has a lO-ton bridge crane,

two master-slave manipulators, and an inertia welding machine, The

container is welded in the vertical position, Most of the inertia welder
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components, including the rotating flywheel, are located in a separate

shielded area above the welding station for safety and ease of
j_

maintenance.

In addition to the welding station, each welding hot cell includes

additional stations for preparing the containers for storage, a welder-

loading station consisting of a car riding on circular tracks, and an

inerting station that purges and in, rts the container before the closure

Weld is made. A container lid stand provides storage for a supply of

lids.

Two cutting stations are also located in each welding hot cell. In

one station the weld flash, produced by the inertial welding process, is

removed from the container; in the other station the flange is cut from

the container after successfully completing NDE. For this study, it is

assumed that the container has a flange that serves as a gripping surface

for the inertia welder and that is also used to lift the container until

the integrity of the weld has been demonstrated. A test is performed in

which a load ].-1/2 times the weight of the container pulls down on the
p

container flange while the overhead crane pulls up on the pintle. If

this test is successful, the container can be lifted by the pintle.

Further evaluation is needed during the ACD to determine whether a load

test is required.

A chamber and associated equipment are provided to test the container

for leakage, lt is assumed that a partial _racuum is created in the
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chamber and that sensors are used for mass-spectrometer trace-gas

monitoring and/or residual radioactivity detection.

An NDE station is installed in each welding hot cell to test for weld

integrity. The ultrasonic test method is assumed for this study.

2,2.5 Container Decontamination Cells

A portable container decontamination concept was used in the Dennis

(1990) WHB layout. This concept involves a movable decontamination

chamber, which travels between the two ports, The _flexible hose

connections and liquid waste collection make this concept undesirable,

For the alternative WHB configurations, there is a fixed container

decontamination cell below each welding hot cell. A transfer car moves

the container from the exit port of the welding hot cell to the transfer

port. A shield valve separates the welding hot cell area from completed

container transfer area. After the container has been inspected and

swipe tests performed, it is decontaminated, if necessary, in a spray

booth using a master-slave manipulator. The container is then lifted out

of the decontamination cell by a monorail hoist through an exit port. A

shield valve separates the decontamination cell from the completed

container transfer area. The water used to decontaminate the container

is collected and transferred to the waste treatment building for

processing.
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2.2.6 Surface Sto_age Vault Transfer Tunnel

Two transfer tunnels, each equipped with a transfer car, permit the

completed container to be transferred to the loading port of the surface

storage vault. One transfer car is provided in each tunnel for

redundancy.

2.2.7 Surface Storage Vault

The previous WHB layouts given in SNL (1987) and Dennis (1990) use

active cooling systems to remove the heat generated by the waste

containers in the surface storage vault. Fans supply the cooling air and

backup HEPA filters treat the exhaust air if high levels of radiation are

detected.

For this study, a surface storage vault with passive cooling is shown

in Figures 2-10 and 2-11. A passive ventilation system effectively cools

the containers in the surface storage vault without the use of exhaust

fans or other energy-consuming components. Such a system offers several

advantages, including lower operating costs, lower energy consumption,

less mainte_ance, and greater reliability (no equipment failure).

The storage vault consists of three below-grade modules; each module

can store 96 containers in sleeves arranged in an 8 x 12 array. The

three modules provide temporary storage for 1-1/2 months of waste

throughput. Each module is self-contained, with its own air supply and

. air exhaust. Above the three modules is a common operating area equipped
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with two lO0-ton container transfer machines (CTM), Each CTM has a

shielded cask for transferring the waste container from the container

transfer tunnel to the temporary storage sleeve and for retrieving the

container from the temporary storage sleeve and returning it to the

container transfer tunnel. The same transfer cars in the transfer

tunnels move the containers to the loading area for the underground

transporter. There are two areas for loading the container into the,

underground transporter. These areas allow two transporters to be loaded

simultaneously, if this is needed, to facilitate the underground

emplacement operation (such as at the beginning of the day).

Because of the modular design, the capacity of the storage vault can

be increased by adding up to three more modules if the surface storage

requirement is revised.

2,2,8 Cask Maintenance Area

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) (1986) requires that decontaminating

operations, changing seals, and replacing the cask removable components

such as baskets and sleeves be performed in the WHB, Also, provisions

for lag storage of casks and interchangeable cask components should be

included.

Previous WHB layouts iri SNL (1987) and Dennis (1990) showed a

decontamination building separate from the WHB. Moving a contaminated

cask between these buildings is undesirable because of the potential

spread of contamination. As required by DOE (1.986), a cask maintenance
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area integral to the WHB is provided to reduce the distance traveled,

thereby minimizing the potential spread of contamination.

The cask maintenance area, as described by BN1 ("Shipping Cask

Decontamination Maintenance," SAND89-7007, Sandia National Laboratories,

Albuquerque, NM, in preparation) is used to decontaminate the exterior

and interior of the casks and also to perform nonroutine repairs on cask

components. Ventilation barriers separate the cask maintenance area from

the cask receiving and shipping area. The cask is moved into the cask

maintenance area where a bridge crane lifts it off the cask transfer car

and places it on one of two maintenance transfer cars. The cask is moved

to one of two cask exterior decontamination stations and then to one of

two cask interior decontamination stations. The cask maintenance area

has cask basket emplacement stations, basket storage areas, a cask spacer

and basket_ decontamination cell, a cask spacer transfer station, three 5-

ton bridge cranes, and supporting equipment for leak testing and

flushing. The water used to decontaminate the cask is collected and

transferred to the waste treatment building for processing.

2,2,9 Administration Area

An administration area in the WHB includes the offices, health

pllysics rooms, change rooms, laboratories, and control room. Waste-

handling operations are monitored and major remote-handling equipment is

controlled from the control room. An access control point is also

included for ali operating personnel entering or exiting the WHB.
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2,2,10 HVAC Systems

The main objective of this study is to develop a design for a WHB in

which waste is handled and packaged efficiently, General requirements

for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems have been

considered in the conceptual design, Space is included for HVAC

equipment and duct routing, but a detailed analysis of HVAC systems is

not performed. The HVAC systems provide controlled atmospheric

conditions for personnel comfort, maintain proper temperatures for

equipment, and control the spread of potential airborne radioactive

contaminants as well as releases from the buildings,

To control the potential spread of airborne contamination and reduce

the amount of radioactivity released to the environme_It, HEPA filters are

provided in the ventilation exhaust systems of ali potentially

contaminated areas. Areas that could contain radioactive contamination

are maintained at pressures lower than ambient pressure to prevent

potential contamination from spreading, Differential pressures are

maintained between areas with different potential levels of contamination

so that airflow is directed from areas with lower levels of radioactive

contamination to areas of progressively higher levels of contamination.

In potentially contaminated areas, ventilation air is circulated by once-

through systems, Redundant ventilation exhaust filter assemblies and

associated fans allow continuous ventilation either during filter

replacement or in the event of individual equipment failure or shutdown

for maintenance. In areas with no potential for contaaination, air is

recirculated to reduce heating and cooling load requirements,
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The preliminary pressure zones in the major areas of the WHB are

shown in Figure 2-12 and are defined in Table 2-4, These pressure zones

are similar for the WHBs in both cases, The ventilation exhaust from ali.

of the potentially contaminated areas passes through two stages of HEPA

filters, Ventilat_ion exhaust from hot cells that handle bare SF'

assemblies is directed to first-stage HEPA filters located as close to

these hot cells as possible, This minimizes the length of contaminated

ducting, The exhaust air outlet is located at the bottom of the hot cell

so that air flows downward in the hot cell to reduce the spread of

contamination, A shielded area is provided for the first-stage HEPA

filters so that filters can be replaced and dioxyl phthalate testing can

be performed away from the SF unloading hot cell,

The first-stage HEPA filters for hot cells that handle waste other

than bare SF assemblies and all second-stage HEPA fi]ters are located in

HEPA filter rooms, The exhaust air from hot cells not handling bare SF

assemblies is significantly less contaminated than the exhaust air from

the hot cells handling bare SF. This is because waste other than bare SF

is contained in canisters or dr_uns and is significantly less contaminated

than bare SF assemblies, which have radioactive crud on their exterior

surfaces.

A preliminary single-line diagram depicting the ventilation system

and the flow of air for the Case A WHB is shown in Subsection 3,2,6, The

ventilation system for the Case B WHB is similar,
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HEATINO, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING PRESSURE ZONES

Gage Pressure Ranges

_ Potentia! Contamination Lev_l (in wg) _

I High -2 to -3
II Moderate -i,0 to -1,5

III Low -0,25 to -0,75

IV None +0,i to -0,I

2.2,11 Fire Protection

The WHB includes fire protection systems consisting of a combination

of the following features:

o portable fire extinguishers,

p

o standpipe hose system,

o fixed automatic sprinkler system,

o fire extinguishing system for special hazards (Halon),

o fire detection and alarm system, and

o fire barriers and doors,
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2,2,12 _ppor_ Facili_s

The design of the support facilities is based on the design in the

"Site Characterization Plan Conceptual Design Report" (SCP-CDR) (SNL,

1987), The surface facilities occupy an area of about 82 acres, The

area is divided by security fences into three functional areas dedicated

to waste receipt and inspection, general repository support, and waste

operations,

Rail or truck casks containing radioactive waste enter the repository

gate at the northeast end of the surface facilities where incoming casks

and empty casks awaiting return to the shippers are stored temporarily,

The general support area consists of the administration buildir,g;

medical, health physics, fire, and plant security facilities; the food

service area; the central warehouse; the motor pool; and shops, The

waste operations area encompasses ali the buildings associated with

handling radioactive waste, including site-generated waste, Only the

WHBs for both cases are discussed in this report because the designs of

the other facilities are assumed to be the same as in the SCP-CDR (SNL,

1987), except for the decontamination building and the vehicle wash

facility, A separate decontamination building is not included in this

study because casks are decontaminated in the cask maintenance area of

the WHB,

A separate vehicle wash facility is not included because cask

carriers are not routinely washed in existing operating nuclear



facilities, A survey of nuclear facilities indicates that a manual spray

is sufficient to wash the road uirt off the cask carrier, At each

entrance to the _B, there is a concrete pad with a hose station, The

cask carrier can be sprayed to wash off the road dirt, if needed, The

water is collected and sampled before discharge,

2,3 D.escr.iption of the Qperation

Waste handling at tile repository can be categorized into six general

functions: receive waste, unload waste, return empty cask, package

waste, store waste containers, and transfer containers underground,

The general sequence of these functions is shown in Figure 2-13,

Each function is divided into more specific elements, called "tasks," and

each task comprises several more detailed operations, The requirement

allocation sheets (RAS) in Appendix A list the tasks and associated

operations and identify the equipment and facility requirements for each

operation. The RASs also identify which operations are performed or

controlled remotely and which are performed using contact-handling

methods, Most of the remote-handling operations are controlled from the

control, room in the administrative area of the WHB,

The general waste-handling tasks and operations applicable to both

Case A and Case B are described below,
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Figure 2-13. Block Flow Diagram for Waste Handling
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2,3.1 Receive Waste

The sequence of tasks foz receiving waste at the repository is shown

in Figure 2-14.

SF and HLW are shipped to the repository in truck and rail casks.

Upon arrival at the repository gate, the shipments are inspected and

moved into the admitting and inspection area, where more detailed

inspections are performed, including radiological and security-related

surveys. The con_ercial rail engine or truck tractor is uncoupled from

the cask carrier and then attached to an empty cask carrier, if

appropriate, for a return shipment offsite.

Onsite facility transfer vehicles move the cask carriers to the waste

operations area for interim storage (or parking) and to the WHB for

unloading. The cask carriers may be washed at the entrance to the

building, if necessary, to remove road dirt and/or ice and are then moved

into the receiving and shipping bays.

In the receiving and shipping bays, personnel barriers, which keep

personnel away from the cask surface, are opened, and impact limiters are
0

removed from the cask__ by a gantry crane equipped with an ELMCH

manipulator that is used primarily for radiological surveys. Each cask

is surveyed to determine the radiation levels and concentrations of

contamination on the cask surface.
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2.3.2 Unload the Waste

The sequence of tasks for unloading waste in the W'HB is shown in

Figure 2-15. After a cask has been transferred into the WHB and

surveyed, the cask tie downs are released so the cask can be removed from

the carrier.

An overhead bridge crane with a lifting yoke upends the cask, removes

it from the carrier, and transfers it to a hatch, through which it is

lowered and placed on a cask transfer car in a below-grade tunnel. The

cask is then secured to the transfer car, and the hatch is closed.

Normally, the cask is transferred to the cask preparation area;

however, if major decontamination is required (e.g., lengthy efforts that

could delay cask unloading), the cask is moved on the transfer car to the

cask maintenance area for corrective action (nonroutine). This makes the

cask transfer car and cask preparation area available for handling other

casks. After the cask has been decontaminated, it is transferred to the

cask preparation area.

Each cask has an inner lid and an outer lid. To prepare for

unloading, the pressure in the outer cavity of the cask (e.g., the space

between the inner and outer lids) is initially checked to determine

whether the inner lid seal has maintained its integrity. If a high

pressure is detected, the outer cavity gas is vented to the filtered

ventilation exhaust system. The gas is also sampled and analyzed.
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The outer lid is then removed and stored in the cask preparation

area. The surfaces of the outer cavity are surveyed and decontaminated,

if necessary. Sampling the inner cavity determines the general condition

of the SF and characterizes any airborne radioactive particulates that

could be released into the unloading hot cell when the inner lid is

removed. Pressure in the inner cavity of the cask is checked, and a gas

sample is obtained and analyzed. If the pressure is high, the inner
r

cavity is vented to the filtered ventilation exhaust system. If high

concentrations of radioactivity are detected in the gas sample, the inner

cavity is also purged (with clean air) to the filtered ventilation

exhaust system.
r

The inner lid fasteners of the cask are loosened, and an inflatable

cask-to-hot-cell seal adapter is installed on the top of the cask. At

this point, the cask is moved by the transfer car to the unloading

station, where the seal adapter is inflated to provide a ventilation

barrier between the cask and the underside of the hot cell port. A

shield door is then closed to separate the unloading station from the

cask preparation area.

The hot cell port contains two concentric shield plugs. One or both

of these plugs are removed from the port (one plug is removed for truck

casks, and two plugs are removed for rail casks), and the inner lid of

the cask is lifted and placed on a storage stand in the unloading hot

cell. A cask seal surface protector is then installed on the top of the

cask.
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An appropriate waste-handling tool is attached to the unloading hot

cell bridge crane to transfer the waste from the cask to a storage rack

in the unloading hot cell, During unloading, the waste is visually

inspected and identified,

2.3,3 Return the Empty. Cask

After the waste has been unloaded from ,a cask, the empty cask is

prepared for shipment offsite. The sequence of tasks for returning an

empty cask is shown in Figure 2-16.

While the cask is under the hot cell port of the unloading station,

radiological conditions in the cask cavity are surveyed (including

measurements of radiation and contamination levels), The results of this

survey are used to determine the radioactivity content in the unloaded

cask and to verify regulatory compliance for offsite shipments. The cask

is also visually inspected using closed-circuit television cameras to

check for damage or other offnormal conditions.

The cask seal surface protector is removed and stored in the

unloading hot cell. Then, the inner lid is replaced on the cask, and the

shield plug(s) replaced in the hot cell port, The seal adapter between

the cask and unloading hot cell floor is deflated, and the shield door is

opened to transfer the cask to the cask preparation area,
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In the cask preparation area, the seal adapter is surveyed,

decontaminated, if necessary, and removed from the top of the cask, The

outer cavity of the cask is then surveyed and decontaminated, if

necessary, before the inner lid fasteners are tightened. The inner lid

seals and inner cavity containment are leak tested to verify the

integrity of the seals. Then the outer lid is replaced and fastened to

the top of the cask.

If no major cask maintenance is needed (or after major mair_tenance

has been completed), the outer cavity of the cask is leak tested and its

seals reemplaced, if necessary. The contamination levels on the exterior

surface of the cask are surveyed, and decontamination is performed, if

necessary, to comply with U,S_ Department of Transportation limits. The

cask is then transferred from the cask preparation area to the cask

transfer tunnel by the cask transfer car,

If major cask maintenance or decontamination is required, the cask is

transferred to the cask maintenance area either before or after the outer

cavity is leak tested. This separate area allows for nonroutine

maintenance and decontamination of the casks, such as inner lid seal

replacement, repair or replacement of cask interchangeable parts,

reconfiguration of the cask internal structures, or major decontamination

of the cask interior and/or exterior. After the cask is repaired or

decontaminated, it is returned to the cask transfer tunnel, where it is

lifted from the car and transferred to the cask carrier by the bridge

crane in the receiving and shipping area. The cask is placed oll the
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cradle of the carrier, and the tie downs are reinstalled, The impact

limiters are then replaced on the cask ends, and the personnel barrier is

closed over the cask, The facility transfer vehicle moves the unloaded

cask and carrier to the admitting and inspection area for shipment

offsite,

2,3,4 Package th,e Waste

After the waste has been unloaded from the casks, it is packaged in

containers, The sequence of tasks for packaging the waste is shown in

Figure 2-17,

Empty containers and lids are transferred by a monorail hoist from a

storage area through the operating gallery adjacent to the unloading hot

cells. The empty containers are transferred to the container-loading

stations under the unloading hot cells; the lids are transferred to the

welding hot cell transfer position under the welding hot cells and are

lifted into the welding hot cell through the entrance port,

Next, waste is transferred by the bridge crane from the storage racks

in the unloading hot cell to the container,

After the container has been loaded with waste, a diaphragm is

inserted into the top of the container to help confine any contamination

from the waste in the container and to facilitate rendering the container

inert, The container is then transferred to a station under the welding
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hot cell, The bridge crane in the welding hot cell lifts the container

through a shield valve into the cell and transfers it to the welder

loading station, The waste container is moved by a car riding on

circular tracks to the inerting station, where the container is purged

with an inert gas, A container lid is picked up from the lid stand a'nd

placed on top of tilecontainer, The container and lid are transported to

a position under the welding machine, where the lid is welded to the

container, The excess metal from the welding process is machined to a

smooth surface in the flash removal station, At this point, a load test

is conducted on the weld, Next, the container is transferred to the leak

test station, where it is leak tested and then returned to the NDE

station for visual examination and ultrasonic test:Ing of the weld,

If any defects are found during leak testing or NDE, the container is

transferred to the cutting station, where the weld is cut and the lld

removed (nonroutine), The container is then returned to the welding

station, where another lid-welding operation is performed and the NDE

repeated, When satisfactory NDE r_its are obtained, the container is

transferred to the cutting station, and its flange is removed by

machining (routine), The container is then transferred to the

decontamination hot cell,

At the decontamination station, the container is surveyed for

radioactive contamination and decontaminated by remote wiping, as

necessary, If major contamination is detected, the contai1_er may be

moved on a container transfer car to an adjacent spray chamber for
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extensive decontamination (nonroutine), After decontamination, the

container is surveyed again to confirm that the levels of contamination

are acceptable, The container transfer car then moves the container

under the exit port,

A container monorail hoist lifts the container from the

decontamination hot cell and transfers it to a car in the container

transfer tunnel, The transfer car then moves the container to the

surface storage vault,

2,3,5 S_tor@ the Wa_.te CgDtaipe.r

The tasks for storing waste containers in the surface storage ,ault

are performed as follows and are shown in Figure 2-18, A loaded transfer

car is positioned under a transfer port in the vault, CTM is positioned

over the transfer port, and shield valves in the CTM and transfer port

are opened to lift the container into the CTM,

After the container has been placed in the CTM, the shield valves are

closed, and the CTM moves over a preselected container storage sleeve in

the vault, The shield plug on top of the storage sleeve is lifted into

the CTM, which then realigns the container and lowers it into the storage

sleeve, The CTM then realigns and reinstalls the shield plug over the

container storage sleeve,

The container remains in the storage vault until the underground

facility is ready to receive it,
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2,3,6 Transfer the Waste Container Underground

When the underground facility and waste transporter are available, a

waste container is transferred from the surface storage vault to the

waste ramp and moved into the underground repository for emplacement,

The sequence of tasks for transferring waste underground is shown in

Figure 2-19,

Operations to retrieve a container from the storage vault are

basically the reverse of operations to store the container in the vault,

The CTM moves over the container storage sleeve and removes the shield

plug, The CTM is realigned for retrieval, lifts the container out of the

sleeve, and then repositions and reinstalls the plug over the (empty)

storage location,

The CTM moves the container to the container transfer port and lowers

it onto the transfer car, which moves it to the loading port in the

transporter loading area, The underground transporter is positioned over

the loading port, and the cask on the transporter is raised to the

vertical position, The container is lifted into the transporter cask

the shield valves closed, and the cask lowered to the horizontal

position, The loaded transporter then moves out of the storage vault and

transfers the container underground for emplacement,
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3.0 CASE A: WASTE-HANDLING BUILDING WITH NO MONITORED RETRIEVABLE

STORAGE FACILITY

In addition to the general assumptions stated in Section 2, the

specific assumptions listed in this section have been used to develop the

WHB configuration based on Case 2 of the MRS System Study (BNl, 1989).

3.1 Assumptions

The assumptions, grouped under Waste Throughput Rates, Waste and

Waste Container Characteristics, and Cask Capacities and Shipment Ratios,

pertain to developing the WHB configuration for Case A,

3,1.1 Waste Throughput Rates Reference

o The year-by-year receipt rates for SF and HLW and BN1, 1989

the total repository throughput are shown in

Table 3- i.

i

o The annual required throughput of SF and BN1, 1989

HLW in MTUs, the number of shipping casks,

and the number of waste containers received are

shown in Figure 3-1. This figure shows the

the annual steady-state waste throughput starting

in the year 2008, which is the sixth year of

repository operation.
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3,1.2 Waste arid Waste Container Characteristics Reference

o There are four intact PWR assemblies per BNI, 1989

PWR container.

o There are four intact BWR assemblies and three BNI, 1989

intact PWR assemblies per hybrid container.

o Thermal power values for SF containers BNl, 1989

are as follows'

four intact PWRs 2,104 W

three intact PWRs plus four intact BWRs - 2,246 W

o The hybrid container is preferred. After all BNI, 1989

of the BWR and PWR assemblies have been

packaged in the hybrid containers, the

remaining PWR assemblies are packaged in

PWR containers. (Hybrid containers

can accommodate all of the BWR assemblies but

not all of the PWR assemblies.)

o The internal configuration of an intact BNI, 1989

SF container is shown in Figure 3-2.
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3 PWRS +,4 BWRS

FIGURE A

NOT_
PREFERRED
CONRGURATI_
WHEN THF_.SUPPLY •
OFPWR'SAND
BWR'S ALLOW.

4 PWRS.
FIGURE B

Figure 3-2. Internal Configuration of an Intact Spent Fuel Container
(BNl, 1989)
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3.1.3 _ask Characteristics and Shipmen% Ratios Reference

o Forty-eight intact BWR assemblies per rail BN1, 1989

cask are shipped from the reactors to the

, repository.

o Seven intact BWR assemblies per truck cask BN1, 1989

are shipped from the reactors to the

. repository.

o Twenty-one intact PWR assemblies per rail BN1, ].989

cask are shipped from the reactors to the

repository.

o Three intact PWR assemblies per truck BN1, 1989

cask are shipped from the reactors to the

repository.

Cask .Capacities and Shipment Ratios

o Fifty-five percent of SF is shipped from tile BN1, 1989

reactors to the repository by rail and 45% by

truck on an MTU basis,
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3,2 DgscriDtion of the Design

3,2,1 Introducti, p_

This subsection de,scribes those design features that are specific to

the WHB facility for Case A, as shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4, Intact SF'

assemblies are received at the repository, where they are placed in

containers for emplacement underground. High-level vitrified waste,

' which includes DHLW and WVHLW, is received in canisters at the

repository, where the canisters are placed in containers for emplacement,

No consolidation of fuel takes piace at the repository.

The surface facilities for Case A are shown in Figure 3-5 and

described briefly below. With the exception of the WHB., the

decontamination building, and the vehicle wash facility, all other

surface and underground facilities are assumed to be the same as

described in the SCP-CDR (SNL, 1987).

3.2.2 Cask Receiving and Shipping Area

The cask receiving and shipping area for the Case A W_IB consists of

five truck bays and three rall bays (which can also receive truck casks)

connected by a coxmnon cask offloading area that has nine cask unloading

ports, Two 5-ton gantry cranes, each with a robotic arm, are provided,

one for the truck bays and one for the rail bays. The gantry crane lifts

the impact limiters off the cask, The robotic arm is used to perform

radiological surveys on the cask.
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Two 150-ton bridge cranes riding on the same rails are provided for ,

upending and lifting the cask from the carrier to the cask loading ports,

Both cranes are sized to handle the heavier lO0.ton rail cask, and one

crane can be used while the other crane is being maintained, The

heaviest rail cask to be received at the repository for Case A is ass_ned

to weigh I00 tons,

3,2,3 Cas_ Preparation AreR

The cask preparation area consists of nine separate bays, each of

which is separated from the cask receiving and shlpping area by a

ventilation barrier door. These ventilation barriers prevent the spread

of potential contaminants from the cask preparation area to the cask

receiving and shipping area.

3,2,4 Waste -Unlo_,,ding!_ot Ce ll_s

There are nine waste-unloading hot cells--A through J--for unloading

the waste from the casks. Five of the hot cells--A through E.,-are

dedicated to SF assemblies from truck casks, and three hot cells--F, G,

and H--are dedicated to SF assemblies from rail casks, High-level waste

canisters are unloaded in Hot Cell J,

Although the unloading hot cells can handle either truck or rail

casks, each cell is designated to handle either truck casks or rail

casks, for more efficient operation, As a result, Just one cask seal
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adapter, for either a truck cask or a rail cask, is needed irl each cask

preparation bay, and thB robotic arm for each hot cell can be programmed

to unbolt either a truck or a rail cask, In addition, each cask transfer

car is deslgn_d to carry either type of cask,

3,2,5 W_elding klo%.¢el!_

Three hot cells--A, B, and C--are provided fol_welding the lid to the

waste container, Hot Cells A and B are dedicated to SF containers; Hot

Cell C is dedicated to HLW containers,

3,2,6 _iVAC S_yste_]s

A conceptual ventilation system for the Case A WHB is shown in Ft.gure

3-6, Based on the configuration of the building, waste-handling

operations, and the need for contamination control, four separate systems

are used,
d

o System i serves the unloading hot cells, welding hot cells,

operating galleries, and the HVAC/HEPA filter rooms for these

areas,

o System 2 serves the cask receiving and shipping area, cask

maintenance area, and the HVAC/HEPA filter rooms for these areas,

o System 3 serves the offices, laboratories, and change areas,
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o System 4 serves the control room,

Because detailed heat loads are not known at this time, airflow rates

and equipmen'g selection are based on

o six air changes per hour for the hot cells;

o three air changes per hour for the operating _alleries, cash

receiving and shipping bay, maintenance art l, and the HVAC/HEPA

filter rooms;

o air changes of 2 cfm/ft z for the offices, laboratories, and change

areas; and

o air changes of 5 cfm/ft 2 for the control room.

Figure 3-6 is a concept only. Detailed calculations, HVAC duct

routing, and alternative concepts need to be evaluated in future studies.

3.2.7 Equipment

Major piece_ _I waste-handling equipment for the Case A WHB are

listed in Appendix B. The equipment sizes, capacities, and power ratings

are estimated values only.

q
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3.3 Description o_ the Operation

In Case A, SF is shipped to the repository in truck and rail casks,

and HLW is shipped to the repository in rail casks. Truck casks are

moved into the receiving and shipping bays on the south side of the WHB

and unloaded in Hot Cells A through E. Rail casks are moved into the

bays on the north side of the WHB and unloaded in Hot Cells F, G, and H.

The HLW canisters are unloaded in Hot Cell J.

J

J

A stationary hoist lifts the empty container off the container

transfer car and lowers it to a batching transfer car, which moves the

empty container to the container-loading station Under the desired hot

_,m cell. Each SF unloading hot cell (A through H) accommodates both PWR and
|

- BWR assemblies so that a hybrid container can be fully loaded from one

hot cell. After loaded with waste, a diaphragm is inserted in the top of

the container, and it is moved back to a position where the stationary

hoist can transfer it from the batching transfer car to the container

transfer car. The loaded container is then moved to a station under the

welding hot cell.

Lids are welded on the SF containers in Welding E_t Cells A and B.

Welding Hot Cell C is used for welding lids on DHLW containers.
a

_

=
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3.4 Time!ines

3,4, I General

Timeline diagrams are used to analyze and graphically represent the

waste-handling operations. The waste-handling operations are listed on

the left side of the diagram, and the times needed for these operations

are indicated by horizontal bars in 'the appropriate sequence. Separate

bars are shown for each cask or container. Equipment utilization, shown

at the bottom of the diagram, demonstrates whether the indicated waste

throughput rate can be achieved with the equipment and facilities

provided in the design.

The waste-handling tasks are numbered in the same manner as the block

flow diagrams presented in Section 2. The RASs in Appendix A give a more

detailed breakdown of times for these operations and identify the

equipment requirements for each waste-handling task and operation. This

information provides a basis for development of the timeline diagrams.

Separate timeline diagrants have been developed for several major

functions performed in the WHB' cask unloading, container loading,

welding hot cell operations, and surface storage vault operations.

Each diagram indicates the maximum rate of waste throughput in the

associated area of the I_rl-tB (e,g,, unconstrained by limitations in lr

throughput rates in other areas, such as those for preceding and
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succeeding operations). Also, the equipment utilization chart at the

bottom of each diagram shows which items are fully utilized during waste-

handling operations at the maximum throughput rate. These fully utilized

it_.ms determine the maximum waste throughput rate in each area. Other

items are used for only a portion of the time available for productive

equipment operations. Low utilization of certain equipment may occur

when redundant items are provided for reliability or safety, when an item

is required to perform a function that is needed only periodically or

infrequently, and in other situations.

Assuming that operations are conducted for 6 productive hours/shift,

2 shifts/day, and 250 days/yr (as discussed in Subsection 2.1.2), there

are 3,000 productive hours/yr for waste-handling operations. If

equipment is available 90% of the productive hours, then there are 2,700

hr/yr available for productive equipment operations. The overall

duration or time frame of each timeline diagram corresponds to the number

of hours of productive equipment operations that are needed to accomplish

ali tasks listed on the left si_e of the diagram for the specific number

of casks or containers shown on the diagram. The maximum achievable

throughput rates for each area of the WHB can be determined by

multiplying the processing rates shown on each timeline diagram (e.g.,

casks/hr or containers/hr) by 2,700 hr/yr.

Note that durations shown on the equipment utilization portion of the

diagram may be different from the durations indicated for the

corresponding waste-handling tasks because of the following reasons.
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o Additional time may be needed for the equipment to travel to and

from t'he location where the task is performed.

o Not all operations in a particular task necessarily require the

use of an item of equipment,

3.4.2 Cask Unloading

Figure 3-7 shows the timeline diagram for truck cask handling for

Case A° The diagram indicates that the waste from five truck casks can

be received, unloaded, and stored in ii hr and 20 min, and that five

unloading and empty cask return cycles can be performed every 9 hr and

20 min. The timeline analysis indicates that the maximum throughput rate

of about 1,450 truck casks/yr can be achieved in the Case A WHB.

Therefore, the required throughput rate of 1,055 truck casks/yr (as shown

in Figure 3-1) can be satisfied. The maximum possible throughput rate

for truck casks in the Case A WHB is about 37_ higher than is required.

The equipment utilization chart in Figure 3-7 indicates that the cask

transfer cars are almost fully utilized during waste-handling operations

at the maximum througbput rates. The indicated utilization of cask

transfer cars cannot be increased because of the time required to remove

an empty cask from a car and to transfer an incoming cask to the car

(e.g., the car must be idle from the time an empty cask is removed LR the

time an incoming cask can be moved to and loaded onto the car). Other

equipment is idle or available for maintenance during a portion of the
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operating time, indicating that the maximum throughput rates of truck

casks are governed by the cask transfer cars. Because they are reliable,

the cask transfer cars should not become a bottleneck during normal waste

handling.

Figure 3-8 shows the timeline diagram for rail cask handling for Case

A, The timeline diagram indicates that the receiving and unloading tasks

for three SF rail casks and three HLW rail casks can be accomplished in

29 hr and 30 min,

The timeline analysis indicates that maximum throughput rates of

about 275 SF rail casks and 275 HLW rail casks per year can be achieved

in the Case A WHB. Therefore, the required throughput rates of 186 SF

rail casks and 160 HLW rail casks (as shown in Figure 3-I) can be

satisfied. The maximum throughput rate of SF rail casks is about 48_

higher than the required throughput rate.

The equipment utilization chart _n Figure 3-8 indicates that the cask

transfer car for HLW is almost fully utilized during waste-handling

operations at the maximum throughput rates.

3,4,3 C__oDtainerLoad_.ng

Figure 3-9 shows the timeline diagram for container loading

operations for Case A. The diagram indicates that loading tasks for four

SF containers and two HLW containers can be carried out in 5 hr and 40

i

min.

-

-
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The timeline analysis indicates that maximum throughput rates of

about 1,0900 SF containers and 950 HLW containers/yr can be achieved in

the Case A WHB, Therefore, the required throughput rates of 1,510 SF

contain_,r,_/yr and 800 HLW containers/yr (as shown in Figure 3-i)can be

satisfied, The maximum container loading throughput rate in Case A WHB

is about 18% higher (for HLW containers) than the required throughput

rate,

The equipment utilization chart in Figure 3-9 indicates that the

hatching transfer cars are almost fully utilized during waste-handling

operations at the maximum throughput rates, The indicated utilization of

batching transfer cars cannot be increased because of the time required

to remove a container from a car and to place another container on the

car (e,g,, the ba'tching transfer car must be idle from the time a

container is removed to the time another container can be placed on the

car), Other equipment items are idle or available for maintenance during

a portion of the operating time,

3,4,4 We___]_!-igHot Cell Operations

Figure 3-10 shows the timeline diagram for welding hot cell

operations, The diagram was developed to show operations for one welding

hot cell. The diagram indicates that the welding hot cell tasks for five

containers can be carried out in 9 hr and D0 min (for each welding hot

cell),
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The timeline analysis indicates that maximum throughput rates of

about 1,370 containers/yr can be achieved in each welding hot cell,

Therefore, the required throughput rates of 1,510 SF containers/yr (755

containers/yr in each of the two SF container welding hot cells) and 800

HLW containers/yr (as shown in Figure 3-I) can be easily satisfied, The

maximum SF container throughput rate in the Case A welding hot cells is

about 71% higher than is required,

The equipment utilization chart in Figure 3-10 indicates that the

20-ton bridge crane irl the welding hot cell is fully utilized during

waste-handling operations at the maxim_ throughput rates, Other

equipment are idle or available for maintenance during a portion of the

operating time,

3,4,5 Surface Storage Vault OperatioDs

Figure 3-11 shows the timeline diagram for surface storage vault

operations, The diagram indicates that the storage, retrieval, and

transporter-loading tasks for seven containers can be carried out in 5 hr

and 52 min,

The timeline analysis indicates that maximum throughput rates of

about 3,200 containers/yr can be achieved in the surface storage vault,

Therefore, the required throughput rates of 1,510 SF containers/yr and

800 HLW containers/yr (as shown in Figure 3-1) can be easily satisfied,

The maximum container throughput rate in the Case A surface storage vault

is about 38% higher than the required throughput rate,
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The equipment utilization chart in Figure 3.11 indicates that the

GTMs are fully uti],izud during waste-handlin_ operations at the maximtun

throughput rates, Other equipment items are idle or available for

inaintenance during a portion of the operatin_ time,

3,4,6 ____

On the basis of the timeline analysis for each major area of the Case

A WHB, the maximum achievable throughput rates are greater than the

required throughput rates for all major areas, with the following spare

capacity for each area:

Spare Capacity

_ _ _ -Area %

Truck cask unloading 37

Rail cask unloading 48

Container loadJ.ng 18

Welding hot cell operations 7].

Surface storage vault operations 38

Because the container loading hot cells have the smallest spare

capacity for the Case A WHB, these hot cells determine the maximum

achievable throughput rate for the building (18% higher than the minimum

required throughput rate of 3,000 MTU/yr of SF and 400 MTU/yr of HLW),

This spare waste-handling capacity is desirable because some logistical

difficulties and nonroutlne operations may be expected during actual

operations,

D
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4.0 CASE B: WASTE-HANDLING BUILDING WITH A MONITORED RETRIEVABLE

STORAGE FACILITY

In addition to the general assumptions stated in Section 2, the

specific assumptions listed in this section have been used to develop the

WHB configuration based on Case 5 of the MRS System Study (BN1, 1989).

4.1 Assumptions

The assumptions, grouped under Waste Throughput Rates, Waste and

Waste Container Characteristics, and cask Characteristics and Shipment

Ratios, pertain to developing the WHB configuration for Case B.

4.1.1 Waste Throughput Rates Reference

o The year-by-year receipt rates for SF and HLW BN1, 1989

and the total repository throughput are

shown in Table 4-1.

o The annual required throughput of SF and BN1, 1989

HLW in MTUs, the number of shipping casks,

and the number of waste containers received

are shown in Figure 4-1.
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4.1.2 Waste and Waste Container Characteristics Reference

o _ Ninety-five percent of ali the SF received at BN1, 1989

the MRS facility is consolidated at the MRS

facility; the other 5% is placed in canisters

as intact fuel assemblies.

o At the MRS facility, all intact and consolidated SF BNI, 1989

is placed in square canisters before being shipped

to the repository. As shown in Figure 4-2, there

are two types of square canisters used for intact

and consolidated BWR and PWR assemblies: a 9.1- x

9.l-in. canister for packaging one intact PWR assembly,

two consolidated PWR assemblies, or five consolidated

BWR assemblies and a 6.0- x 6.0-in. canister for

packaging one intact BWR assembly. (The maximum length

of the canisterswill fit the assumed container length

of 188 in.)

o Ninety percent of the SF received at the repository BNI, 1989

is in canisters shipped from the MRS facility; the

remaining 10% is in the form of bare intact

assemblies shipped from reactors located in

the western part of the Ullited States.
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Waste and Waste Container Characteristics (Continued) Reference

o The hardware from the consolidation of seven BWR BN1, 1989

and/ or PWR assemblies at the MRS facility is

collected in a 55-gal drum. Five of the drums are

then loaded into a hardware cage that has a lifting

pintle and is 26 in. diameter by 180 in. long.

o At the repository, four intact PWR assemblies (bare BN1, 1989

assemblies from western reactors and canisters

from the MRS facility) are placed in a container

for emplacement. Six consolidated PWR assemblies

(three canisters) are placed in a container for

emplacement (Figure 4-3).

o At the repository, nine intact BWR assemblies (bare BN1, 1989

assemblies from western reactors and canisters

from ,the MRS facility) are placed in a container
, i

, }

for emplacement. A total of 20 consolidated B_

. assemblies (five canisters) are placed in a container

, for emplacement (Figure 4-3).

o At the repository, each hardware cage is BN1, 1989

overpacked in a 28-in. diameter by 188-in.-long

_ container for emplacement.
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Waste and Waste Container Characteristics (Concluded) Reference

o The thermal power values for SF containers BN1, 1989

are as follows:

4 intact PWRs 2,104 W

6 consolidated PWRs 3,156 W

9 intact BWRs 1,503 W

20 consolidated BWRs 3,340 W

Hard.;are waste negligible.

4.1.3 Cask Capacities and Shipment Ratios

o For BWR assemblies from the MRS facility, one BN1, 1989

intact assembly is placed in each _quare canister,

and 61 canisters (61 intact assemblies) are loaded

into one shipping cask; five consolidated

assemblies are placed in each square canister, and

28 canisters (140 consolidated assemblies) are

' loaded into one shipping cask.

o For PWR assemblies from the MRS facility, one BN1, 1989

intact assembly is placed in each square canister,

and 28 canisters (28 intact assemblies) are loaded

into one shipping cask; two consolidated assemblies

are placed in each square canister, and 28

canisters (56 consolidated assemblies) are loaded

into one shipping cask.
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Cask Ca_abil$tSes. an4 Shipment Rat$o (Continued) Referenc_e

o Ali SF from the MRS facility is shipped to the BNl, 1989

repository in rail casks.

o Shipments from the MRS facility are in five- or BNl, 1989

six- cask dedicated trains. (Six-cask trains

include one cask containing only the hardware

was te. )

o Four hardware cages are placed in a cask for BN1, 1989

shipment to the repository.

o Spent fuel is shipped from the _RS to the

repository in 150-ton rail casks. BN1, 1989

o Fifty-five percent of SF is shipped from western BN1, 1989

reactors to the repository by rail and 45_ by

truck on an MTU basis.

o Forty-eight intact BWR assemblies/rail cask are BN1, 1989

shipped from western reactors to the repository.

o Seven intact BWR assemblies/truck cask are BN1, 1989

shipped from western reactors to the repository.
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Cas_. C_pabilitSes .aDd.Shipment Ra_o (Concluded) Refe[ence

o Twenty-one intact PWR assemblies/rail cask are BNI, 1989

shipped from western reactors to the repository.

o Three intact PWR assemblies/truck cask are BN1, 19£9

shipped from western reactors to the repository.

4.2 Description of the Desig D

4.2. I l__D.ntroduction

This subsection describes design features that are specific to the

Case B WHB facilities, as shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5. For Case B,

except assemblies from western reactors, intact SF assemblies and

consolidated SF rods are placed in canisters at the MRS facility and then

shipped to the repository, where the canisters are placed in containers

for emplacement. Spent fuel assemblies from western reactors are shipped

directly to the repository for packaging in containers and emplacing

underground. No SF is consolidated at the repository. DHLW and WVHLW

are received in canisters at the repository, where the canisters are

packaged in containers for emplacement.

The surface facilities for Case B are shown in Figure 4-6 and are

described briefly below. With the exception of the WHB, the

decontamination building, and the vehicle wash facility, ali other
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surface and underground facilitie,_ are assumed to be the same as

described in the SCP-CDR (SNL_ 198',').

r.

4.2.2 Cask ReceiviDg and Shipping Area

The cask receiving and shipping area consists of three rail bays

(which can also receive truck casks) connected to a cask offloading area

that has five unloading portr . A 5-ton gantry crane with a robotic arm

is provided for the rail bays. There are fewer receiving and shipping

bays and unloading ports in Case B than in Case A because the cask

receipt rate is lower. Ali SF assemblies shipped to the repository from

the MRS facility are in rail casks that hold more SF assemblies than the

truck casks. A portion of the intact SF assemblies from western

reactors, however, is shipped to the repository in truck casks; however,

this is a small percentage of the total amount of SF received. A truck

cask carrier can be received in one of the rail cask receiving and

shipping bays when the bay is not being used for rail casks.

T_o 200-ton bridge cranes riding on the same rails are provided for

upending and lifting the casks from tie carzier and transferring them to

the cask-loading ports. The crane capacity is greater for the Case B WHB
J

because the rail casks from the MRS are heavier (about 150 tons).

Although one crane can handle the cask throughput, a second crane is

provided for redundancy.
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4.2.3 Cask P_eparation Area

The cask preparation area consists of five separate bays. Only five

cask preparation bays are required for the Case B WHB because fewer casks

are received.

4.2.4 WasLe-Unloading Hot Cells

Five hot cells--A through E--are provided for unloading the waste

from the casks. Hot Cell A is dedicated to bare intact SF assemblies

from the western reactors. Three hot cells--B, C, and D--are dedicated

to intact and consolidated SF canisters and hardware cages from the MRS

facility only. HLW canisters are unloaded in Hot Cell E. Both truck and

rail caskb are unloaded in Hot Cell A. Only rail casks are unloaded in

Hot Cells B through E. However, each unloading hot cell is designed to

handle.either truck or rail casks.

4.2.5 Welding Hot Cells

Three hot cells--A, B, and C--are also provided for welding the lid
4

on the container. Welding Hot Cell A is dedicated to containers that

contain bare, intact SF from western reactors. Welding Hot Cell B is

dedicated to intact and consolidated SF and hardware containers from the

MRS facility. Welding Hot Cell C is dedicated to HLW containers, which

are smaller than SF containers.
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4.2.6 HVAC Systems

The HVAC systems for the Case B WHB are similar to those fr- the Case

A WHB, as described in Subsections 2.2.10 and 3.2.6.

4.2.7 E_E.q_uipment

Major pieces of waste-handling equipment for the Case B WHB are

listed in Appendix C. The equipment sizes, capacities, and power ratings

are estimated values only.

4.3 Description of the Operation

]in Case B, most of the SF and ali of the HLW are shipped to the

repository in rail casks. A small fraction of the SF is shipped from

western reactors in truck casks.

The bare SF assemblies from western reactors are unloaded in Hot Cell

A. Spent fuel canisters and hardware cages from the MRS are unloaded in

Hot Cells B, C, and D. High-level waste canisters are unloaded in Hot

Cell E.

For Case B, the container transfer car moves the empty containers

directly to the container-loading station below the desired hot cell.

After the canister has been loaded, it is then moved to a station under

the welding hot cell by the container transfer car.

I
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Lids are welded on western reactor fuel containers in Welding Hot

Cell A. Welding Hot Cell B is used for welding lids on containers of SF

and hardware from the MRS facility. High-level waste containers are

welded in Welding Hot Cell C.

4,4 Timelines

4.4,1 General

Timeline diagrams are used to analyze and graphically represent the

waste-handling operations, as in Case A.

4.4.2 Cask Unloading
J

Figure 4-7 shows the timeline diagram for cask-unloading operations

for Case B. Because only a few truck casks are received from western

reactors, they are not assessed. The diagram indicates that the

receiving and unloading tasks for two SF casks, two HLW casks, and one

hardware cask can be carried out in 25 hr and 25 min.

_

. Assuming that there are 2,700 hr/yr available for productive

_

= equipment operations (see Subsection 3.4.1), the timeline analysis

indicates that maximum throughput rates of about 210 SF casks, 210 HLW

casks, and 105 hardware casks/yr can be achieved in the Case B WHB.
-

Therefore, the required throughput rates of 116 SF casks, 160 HLW casks,

and 63 hardware casks/yr (as shown in Figure 4-I) can be easily
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satisfied, The maximum throughput rate in the Case B WHB is about 31%

higher for HLW casks than is required,

The equipment utilization chart in Figure 4-7 indicates that the 20-

ton bridge cranes in SF Unloading Hot Cells B and C are fully utilized

during waste-handling operations at the maximum throughput rates, Other

equipment items are idle or available for maintenance during a portion of

the operating time,

4.4.3 Conta___ine____rLoading

Figure 4-8 shows the timeline diagram for container-unloading

operations for Case B. The diagram indicates that loading tasks for nine

SF containers, six HLW containers, and two hardware containers can be

carried out in 8 hr and 25 min.

The timeline analysis indicates that maximum throughput rates of

about 2,880 SF containers, 1,920 HLW containers, and 640 hardware

containers/yr can be achieved in the Case B W'HB. Therefore, the required

throughput rates of 1,158 SF containers, 800 HLW containers, and 250

hardware containers/yr (as shown in Figure 4-1) can be easily satisfied.

The maximum hardware container-loading rate in the Ca e B WHB is about

140% higher than is required.

The equipment utilization chart in Figure 4-8 indicates that the

container transfer monorail is fully utilized during waste-handling
-
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operations at the maximum throughput rates, Other equipment items are

idle or available for maintenance during a portion of the operating time,

4.4,4 _elding Hot Cell and Surface Storage Vault Operations

The timeline diagrams for the welding hot cell and surface storage

vault operations are the same in both Case A and Case B.

As discussed in Subsection 3,3, each welding hot cell has a maximum

throughput rate of 1,370 containers/yr, In CAse B, Welding Hot Cell B is

dedicated to welding SF containers and hardware from the MRS facility and

must accommodate the highest throughput rate of containers. The required

throughput rate of 1,230 containers/yr in Welding Hot Cell B can be

satisfied, The maximum container throughput rate in Welding Hot Cell B

is about 11% higher than is required.

Also, as discussed in Subsection 3.3, the surface storage vault has a

maximum throughput rate of 3,200 containers/yr. In Case B, the required

rate of 2,208 containers/yr (as shown in Figure 4..1) can be easily

satisfied. The maximum container throughput rate in the Case B surface

storage vault is about 45% higher than is required,

4,4,5 Summary

On the basis of _he timeline analysis for each major area of the Case

B WHB, the maximum achievable throughput rates are greater than the
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required throughput rates for ali major areas, with the following spare

capacity for each area:

Spare Capacity

Area _ i,%) ........

Cask unloading 31

Container loading 140

Welding _hot cell operations Ii

Surface storage,vault ope£ations 45

Welding Hot Cell B has the smallest spare capacity for the Case B

WHB, and determines the maximum achievable throughput rate for the

building (11% higher than the minimum required throughput rate of 3,000

MTU,/yr of SF and 400 MTU/yr of HLW), This spare waste-handling capacity

is de_;irable because some logistical difficulties and nonroutine

operations may be expected during actual operations,
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5,0 SUMMARY

5,1 Recon_nended,,Wa_e-,,H_dlin_ Building Fe__tures

5,1,1 Drlve-Throumh Cask Receiving and ShipDing Bays

Drive-through cask receiving and shipping bays allow easier ingress

of the facility transfer vehicle and the cask carrier than do the back-in

cask receiving and shipping bays, X_his feature also reduces the span of

the large-capacity crane used for lifting the casks off the carrier,

5,1,2 s__aration o_ the Cask Preparation Areas from .Dhe Cas_qeiving

add shipp.ing Area

. The cask preparation areas (which may potientally become contaminated

as casks are opened) are separated by ventilation barriers from the cask

receiving and shipping area, Hence, the potential for contamination is

insignificant in the cask receiving and shipping area,

5.1.3 Modular Waste-Unloading and Welding Hot Ce_l_

Modular waste-unloading and welding hot cells (i) facilitate design

changes required by revised throughput requirements or other revised

criteria, (2) allow waste unloading to continue even if one or more of

the hot cells are down for maintenance, (3) eliminate crane

interferences, and (4) help contain the potential spread of contamination
=

resulting from SF handling operations,
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5,1,4 Passive Coo_in_

J

The use of a passively cooled surface storage vault offers many

advantages, including lower operating costs, lower energy consumption,

less maintenance, and greater reliability (no equipment failure),

5,1,5 C_k Maintenance Area

J

In the W-HB, there is a cask maintenance area where cas|" repairs,

component replacements, and decontamination are performed, The cask

maintenance area is provided to meet the requirements of DOE (1986), The

design of this area can be further developed as more information becomes

available on such items as cask designs, the existence of a central cask

maintenance facility, and transportation systems,

5,2 Throughput Rat_s for the WH$

The Case B WHB is smaller than the Case A WHB because of the

increased use of the larger capacity rail casks for shipping SF from the

MRS, Because fewer casks are received in the Case B WHB, fewer cask

receiving and shipping bays, cask access hatches, cask preparation

stations, and unloading hot cells are required,

The timelines indicate that both the Case A and the Case B WHB can

handle the required annual throughput rates of 3,000 MTU of SF and 400

MTU of HLW, The Case A W'HB has a maximum waste throughput rate that is
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about 18% higher than ' required, The Case B WHB has a maximum waste

throughput rate that is about 11% higher than is required, The spare

capacity is desirable because some logistical difficulties and nonroutine

operations may be expected during actual operations,

5.3 Ar_s _qui_in_ F.u.rthe._Eva_uatio_

Although the general configuration of the WHB is based primarily on

the waste-handling function, other supporting functions also affect this

configuration. The location and 18' _,tt of the supporting facilities such

as the access control area, HVAC equipment rooms, offices, control room,

health physics area, change rooms, and laboratories need to be considered

further.

Space is allowed for HVAC equipment and duct routing, but a detailed

analysis of the HVAC requirements has not been conducted. Ventilation

concepts are described in Subsections 2.2.10 and 3.2.6. Additional HVAC

requirements are described by SNL (1987). HVAC requirements, ventilation

control doors, hatches, and ports need to be analyzed in more detail,

There are advantages of using a passively cooled surface storage

vault to temporarily store the waste containers. However, to demonstrate

the viability of the concept, more rigorous evaluations are recommended.

The use Of inertia welding to close the container has to be evaluated

further, Although this process produces welds of consistently good
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quality in commercial applications, the use of inertia welding in hot

cell applications has not been demonstrated at this time,

In this study, a common configuration has been ass_ed for the
J

container for intact SF assemblies, SF in canisters, and hardware cages.

Furthel evaluation is required to determine the optimum dimensions and

configuLations of the waste container,

The use of _ diaphragm for ine_ting the container is assumed for this

study. The effectiveness of the diaphragm, the requirement for inerting,

and a method of inerting need to be further evaluated.

The thermal power of a waste container is assumed to be limited to

3,500 W for this study. This limitation needs to be further evaluated

for efficient waste packaging and for underground bolehole spacings.

A detailed layout and evaluation of the three-way track intersection

for the container transfer cars, as shown in Figure 4-4, need to be

performed to confirm the workability of the concept.

Because of the liquid radioactive waste generated in the cask and

container decontamination facilities in the WHB, the impact on the liquid

waste treatment facility needs to be evaluated.

The retractable loading chute for mating to the waste container

before loading the waste needs to be designed in future studies.
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The method of placing the cask seal protector on the cask before

unloading the waste needs to be determined in future studies.

The cask and waste container design and dimensions shown are assumed

foc this study. As the design of the cask and waste containers is

developed further, space requirements and building interfaces need to be

evaluated.

In the design and layout of the alternative W]IB configurations,

radiation protection, contamination control, and safety features are

considered. In the detailed design of the WHB, detailed calculations for

these factors need to be carried out, including an evaluation of

potential criticality.
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APPENDIX A

REQUIREMENT ALLOCATION SHEETS
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-HANDLING BUILDING--CASE A

i i i i i

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED I
EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER QTY LOCATION
NO. CAPACITY RATING

BRIDGE CRANE 150 TONS 75 HP I i TRUCK CASK RECEIVING

I AND SHIPPING BAYS

I
ROTATING LOAD BLOCK 40 TONS i I TRUCK CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

TRUCK CASK-LIFTING YOKE 40 TONS - I TRUCK CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

I
I GANTRY CRANE WITH I 5 TONS 5 HP 1 TRUCK CASK RECEIVING

ELMCH MANIPULATOR I AND SHIPIiNG BAYS

I
ROLL-UP DOOR WITH II4'W x 16'H 2 HP I0 TRUCK CASK RECEIVING
DRIVE (FOR TRUCK) AND SHIPPING BAYS

IMPACT LIMITER LIFTING 5 TONS 1 TRUCK CASK RECEIVING

YOKE AND SHIPPING BAYS

BRIDGE CRANE 150 TONS 75 HP 1 RAIL CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK i00 TONS 1 RAIL CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

RAIL CASK-LIFTING YOKE I00 TONS - 1 RAIL CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

GANTRY CRANE WITH 5 TONS 5 HP 1 RAIL CASK RECEIVING

I ELMCH MANIPULATOR AND SHIPPING BAYS

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH 14'W x 18'H 2 HP 6 RAIL CASK RECEIVING

DRIVE (FOR RAIL CAR) AND SHIPPING BAYS

IMPACT LIMITER LIFTING 5 TONS - I RAIL CASK RECEIVING

YOKE AND SHIPPING BAYS

CASK TRANSFER CAR I00 TONS 5 HP 9 CASK PREPARATION ARE_

TRANSFER CAR CENTERING - 5 CASK PREPARATION AREA

GUIDE (FOR TRUCK CASK)

CASK SEAL ADAPTER - 5 CASK PREPARATION AREA

(FOR TRUCK CASK)

CASK SEAL ADAPTER 4 CASK PREPARATION AREA

(FOR RAIL CASK)

FLOOR-MOUNTED ROBOTIC 2 HP 9 CASK PREPARATION AREA
ARM

i nnl I n ,
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-HANDLING BUILDING- -CASE A

_ ii iii !i i

EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER ! QTY LOCATION
NO. CAPACITY RATINGi i ' i innnl

I
CASK ACCESS HATCH WITH I 2 HP 9 CASK PREPARATION AREA

DRIVE I

I
SHIELD/VENTILATION I 5 HP 9 CASK PREPARATION AREA
DOOR WITH DRIVE

CASK SEAL ADAPTER - 4 CASK PREPARATION AREA

LIFTING YOKE (FOR I

RAIL CASK)

CASK SEAL ADAPTER - 5 CASK PREPARATION AREA

LIFTING YOKE (FOR

TRUCK CASK)

CASE OUTER LID LIFTING - 4 CASK PREPARATION AREA

YOKE (FOR RAIL CASK)

CASK OUTER LID LIFTING 5 CASK PREPARATION AREA

YOKE (FOR TRUCK CASK)

OUTER LID STAND - 9 CASK PREPARATION AREA

MONORAIL HOIST 5 TONS 5 HP 9 CASK PREPARATION AREA

CASK SAMPLING AND i 9 CASK PREPARATION AREA

PURGING EQUIPMENT

PORTABLE PLATFORMS 9 CASK PREPARATION AREA

COMPRESSEu AIR SYSTEM 2 HP 9 CASE PREPARATION AREA

FOR INFLATING CASE

SEAL ADAPTER I

BRIDGE CRANE WITH 20 TONS 15 HP 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

ELMCH MANIPULATOR

WASTE STORAGE RACK - 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

SEAL PROTECTOR - 9

PWR SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLY 16 UNLOADING HOT CELL

HANDLING TOOL

BWR SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLY 8 I UNLOADING HOT CELL

HANDLING TOOL i

I
ROTATING LOAD BLOCKS 20 TONS 9 I UNLOADING HOT CELL

i ,,, p b i I i,iii
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-IIANDLING BUILDING--CASE A

_ i i i i i llll ,,.|i_ i. ii i IH ii i,, i i

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 1

EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER
NO. CAPACITY RATING QTY LOCATION

i iii i |||i l

DHLW CANISTER I UNLOADING HOT CELL

HANDLING GRAPPLE

CASK INNER LID LIFTING - 8 UNLOADING HOT CELL

YOKE (FOR TRUCK CASK)

CASK INNER LID LIFTING - 8 UNLOADING HOT CELL

YOKE (FOR RAIL CASK)

INNER LID STAND 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

SHIEIX) WINDOW 3' x 3' 17 UNLOADING HOT CELL

TRANSFER DRAWER - 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

SHIEIX) DOOR WITH DRIVE 2 HP I UNLOADING HOT CELL

(CRANE MAINTENANCE ROOM)

BATCHING TRANSFER CAR I0 TONS 2 HP 2 UNLOADING HOT CELL

SHIEIX) VALVE WITH DRIVE i HP 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

FLOOR SHIELD PLUG (INNER) - 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

FLOOR SHIELD PLUG (OUTER) - 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL
i

FLOOR SHIELD PLUG - 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

LIFTING YOKE (INNER)

i
FLOOR SHIELD PLUG - 9 UNLOADING HOT CELL

LIFTING YOKE (OUTER)

REMOTE VIEWING SYSTEM 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

i MONORAIL HOIST (EMPTY 2 TONS 3 HP i OPERATING GALLERY

CONTAINER TRANSFER)

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE 1 HP 3 OPERATING GALLERY

INERTIA WELDING MACHINE 3 WELDING HOT CELL

BRIDGE CRANE 10 TONS 12 HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

GRAPPLE (ENGAGE CON- ' I0 TONS 3 WELDING HOT CELL

TAINER FLANGE) i

i
GRAPPLE (ENGAGE CON- I I0 TONS 3 WELDING HOT CELL

TAINER PINTLE) I

i ] i_
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-HANDLING BUIlDING--CASE A

i . , i i ii , i,ii

I ESTIMATED ESTIMATED I

EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER
I CAPACITY RATING QTY LOCATIONNO.
! . _._nm,JL i , --mnu

" I
CONTAINER T_INSFER CAR I0 TONS 2 HP ,I 3 WELDING HOT CELL

MONORAIL HOIST (HANDLE 1 TON 1 HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

CONTAINER LID)

WELDER LOADING STATION 1 HP 3 WEI/)ING HOT CELL

CONTAINER LID FEEDER ARM I i HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

MONORAIL HOIST (SERVICE 15 TONS 17-1/2 HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

WELDING MACHINE)

I CONTAINER TURNTABLE 1 HP 12 WELDING HOT CELL
(FLOOR MOUNTED)

ULTRASONIC TEST 3 WEI/)ING HOT CELL

EQUIPMENT 3

LEAK TEST STATION AND 3 WELDING HOT CELL

EQUIPMENT

SHIELD WINDOW 3' x 3' - 24 WELDING HOT CELL

TRANSFER DRAWER - 3 WELDING HOT CELL

MASTER SLAVE MANIPULATOR 6 WELDING HOT CELL

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE 1 HP 6 WELDING HOT CELL

I CALIBRATION CYLINDER 3 WELDING HOT CELL

SHIELD DOOR WITH DRIVE 3 WELDING HOT CELL

(CRANE MAINTENANCE ROOM)

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK I0 TONS 3 WELDING HOT CELL

INERTING STATION AN.D " 3 WELDING HOT CELL

EQUIPMENT

REMOTE VIEWING SYSTEM 3 WELDING HOT CELL

DECON SPRAY CHAMBER 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-
TION CELL

CONTAINER TRANSFER CAR i0 TONS 2 HP J CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-
TION CELL

MASTER SLAVE MANIPULATOR 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-
TION CELL

ii , ,i ii, ,
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-HANDLING BUILDING--CASE A

i llu,

I ESTIMATED ESTIMATED

EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER QTY LOCATIONNO. CAPACITY RATING
in , n li i nii , i, iii

SHIELD WINDOW 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-
TION CELL

CONTAINER DECONTAMINATION 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TION CELL

MONORAIL HOIST (COMPLETED i0 TONS 12-i/2 HP I OPERATING GALLERY

CONTAINER TRANSFER)

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE I HP 3 OPERATING GALLERY

CONTAINER TRANSFER CAR I0 TONS 2 HP 4 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

TRANS FER TUNNEL

CONTAINER TRANSFER i00 TONS I00 HP 2 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

MACHINE [

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE i HP 8 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

GRAPPLE (ENGAGE CON- I0 TONS 2 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

TAINER PINTLE)

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DRIVE 20'W x 18'H 2 HP 4 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

(FOR UNDERGROUND

TRANSPORTER)

SHIELD PLUGS 288 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

CONTAINER SLEEVE ASSEMBLY 288 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

VENT PIPE HEPA FILTER I SURFACE STORAGE VAULT
SYSTEM

BRIDGE CRANE 150 TONS 75 HP i CASK MAINTENANCE

RECEIVING BAY

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK 40 TONS l CASK MAINTENANCE

(TRUCK CASK) RECEIVING BAY

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK 150 TONS I CASK MAINTENANCE

(RAIL CASK) RECEIVING BAY

TRUCK CASK-LIFTING YOKE 40 TONS - i CASK MAINTENANCE
RECEIVING BAY

RAIL CASK-LIFTING YOKE I00 TO_S - i CASK MAINTENANCE

RECEIVING BAY

..... i iii iinll i i i i ,,
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-HANDLING BUILDING--CASE A

ii ii __ i _ il i i il. ii i i i

I ESTIMATED IESTIMATED

EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER QTY LOCATIONNO. CAPACITY RATING
i ii ,,ll i i ii -- __ ll,i _

CASK TRANSFER CAR 5 HP 2 CASK MAINTENANCE

RECEIVING BAY

CASK FLUSH/LEAK TEST I CASK MAINTENANCE

EQUIPMENT RECEIVING BAY

CASK DECONTAMINATION I CASK MAINTENANCE

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT RECEIVING BAY

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DR_VE 16'W x 22'H 2 HP 2 CASK MAINTENANCE

RECEIVING BAY

BRIDGE CRANE 5 TONS 5 HP 3 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

BASKET-LIFTING YOKE 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

(TRUCK CASK)

BASKET-LIFTING YOKE 2 CASE MAINTENANCE AREA

(RAIL CASK)

SPACER-LIFTING YOKE 3 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

(TRUCK CASE)

SPACER-LIFTING YOKE 3 CASE MAINTENANCE AREA

(RAIL CASK)

SPACER AND BASKET I CASE MAINTENANCE AREA

TRANS FER CAR

WET VACUUM AND SLUICER 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

EQU IPMENT

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE I HP 6 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

SHIELD WINDOWS 3' x 3' 26 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DRIVE 16'W x 22'H 2 HP 4 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DRIVE 12'W x 18'H 2 HP 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

SHIELD DOOR WITH DRIVE 2 HP 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 2 HVAC MECH. ROOM

(FOR OPERATING GALLERIES) (SYSTEM I)

OUTSIDE AIR INTAKE 2 HVAC MECH. ROCM

WITH TORNADO DAMPER (SYSTEM I)
(FOR OPERATING GALLERIES)

--_ , __ -- i ii, -- __ l ,,,
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-HANDLING BUILDING--CASE A

|ii iiii i ii,|i i ii ii Ul,ll i i i.i i

I SIZE OR POWER Q_.f LOCATION
EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION CAPACITY RATING
I, ,, , ...........

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING .UNIT 6 HVAC MECH, ROOM

(FOR UNLOADING AND (SYSTEM I)
WELDING HOT CELLS)

OUTSIDE AIR INTAKE 6 HVAC KECH. ROOM

WITH TORNADO DAMPER (SYSTEM i)

(FOR UNLOADING AND

WELDING HOT CELLS)

HEPA FILTER UNIT--IST 4 HEPA FILTER ROOM

STAGE (FOR UNLOADING AND NO, I (FfSTEM I)
WELDING HOT CELLS)

HEPA FILTER UNIR--2ND 6 W x 5 H 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

STAGE (FOR UNLOADING AND NO. 2 (SYSTEM i)

WELDING HOT CELLS)

I
EX_.[AUSTFAN (FOR 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

UNLOADING AND WELDING NO. 2 (SYSTEM I)

HOT CELLS )

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 8 HVAC MECH. ROOM

(FOR MAINTENANCE, RE- (SYSTEM 2)

CEIVING AND SHIPPING)

OUTSIDE AIR INTAKE WITH 8 HVAC MECH, ROOM

TORNADO DAMPER (FOR (SYSTEM 2)

MAINTENANCE, RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING)

HEPA FILTER UNIT-2 STAGES 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

(FOR MAINTENANCE, RE- (SYSTEM 2

CEIVING AND SHIPPING)

EXHAUST FAN 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

(FOR MAINTENANCE, RE- (SYSTEM 2)

CEIVING AND SHIPPING)

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 2 HVAC MECH. ROOM

(FOR ADMIN. OFFICES AND (SYSTEM 3)
LAB)

EXHAUST FAN 2 HVAC MECH. ROOM

(SYSTEMS 3 AND 4)

i ii, i
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MANOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE-HANDLING BUIIX)ING--CASE A

ii i iii i iiiiii i ii i ii

SIZE OR POWER
EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION QTY LOCATIONNO. CAPACITY RATING

ii iiii i

I
I SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 2 HVAC MECH, ROOM

1 (FOR CONTROL ROOM) (SYSTEM 4)

I
I RADIATION MONITORS LOT THROUGHOUT WHB

I
I ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT WHB

I
I i ii i.,_ ,
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APPENDIX C

MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST, C_.SE B
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MAUOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE HANDLING BUILDING--CASE B

i iiii i i li , illii iiili i i i i iii . i lH I i

EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER
NO, CAPACITY RATING QTY LOCATION i

ii, i i ii ilUll _ , i i_ ..... . I _ llnl I i

BRIDGE CRANE 200 TONS 95 HP 2 CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

ROTATING LO_D BLOCK 150 TONS 2 CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

TRUCK CASK-LI_flNG YOKE 40 TONS I CASK RECEIVING

AND _HIPPING BAYS

RT_IL CASK-LIFTING YOKE 150 TONS 2 CASK RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING BAYS

GANTRY CRThNE WITH 5 TONS 5 HP 1 CASK RECEIVING

ELMCH MANIPULATOR AND SHIPPING BAYS

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH 14'W x 18'H 2 HP 6 CASK RECEIVING

DRIVE AND SHIPPING BAYS

IMPACT LIMITER LIFTING 5 TONS I CASK RECEIVING

YOKE (FOR TRUCK CASK) AND SHIPPING BAYS

IMPACT LIMITER LIFTING 5 TONS 2 CASK RECEIVING

YOKE (FOR RAIL CASK) AND SHIPPING BAYS

CASK T_SFER CAR 150 TONS 5 HP 5 CASK PREPARA_TION AREA

TRANSFER CAR CENTERING i CASK PREPARATION #dlEA

GUIDE (FOR TRUCK CASK)

CASK SEAL ADAPTER I CASK PREPA_RATION AREA

(FOR TRUCK CASK)

CASK SEAL ADAPTER 4 CASK PREPARATION AREA

(FOR RAIL CASK)

FLOOR-MOUNTED ROBOTIC 2 HP 5 CASK PREP_d_ATION AREA
ARM

CASK ACCESS HATCH 2 HP 5 CASK PREPAIiATION AREA
WITH DRIVE

SHIEld/VENTILATION 5 HP 5 CASK PREP#dL_TION A.REA
DOOR WITH DRIVE

i , llll , i i H p"' i
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE HANDLING BUII/)ING--CASE B

i i i i iiii laal ii i i ii i iiii iii , , .

EQUIP ,EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER QTY LOCATIONNO. CAPACITY RATING Ii i lilll _ -- i i Nlill I 'Pl I -- __ Iii I II IIII _ iii ii i i

I
CASK SEAL ADAPTER 4 i CASK PREPARATION AREA

LIFTING YOKE (FOR J

RAIL CASK)

CASK SEAL ADAPTER 1 CASK PREPARATION AREA

LIFTING YOKE (FOR

TRUCK CASK)

CASK OUTER LID LIFTING 1 CASK PREPARATION AREA

YOKE (FOR TRUCK CASK)

I
CASK OUTER LID LIFTING 4 CASK PREPARATION AREA

YOKE (FOR RAIL CASK)

CASK SAMPLING AND 5 CASK PREPARATION AREA

PURGING EQUI PMENT

PORTABLE PLATFORMS 5 CASK PREPARATION AREA

COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM 2 HP 5 CASK PREPARATION AREA

FOR INFLATING CASK

SEAL ADAPTER

BRIDGE CRANE WITH 20 TONS 15 HP 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

ELMCH MANIPULATOR

WASTE STORAGE RACK 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

PWR SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLY 2 UNLOADING HOT CELL

HANDLING TOOL

BWR SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLY 1 UNLOADING HOT CELL

HANDLING TOOL

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

GRAPPLE (DHLW CANISTER, 4 UNLOADING HOT CELL
CANISTERED WASTE AND

HARDWARE)

CASE INNER LID LIFTING I UNLOADING HOT CELL

YOKE (FOR TRUCK CASK)

CASK INNER LID LIFTING 4 UNLOADING HOT CELL

YOKE (FOR RAIL CASK)

-- lull i_1 , ,,i i i • i __
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE HANDLING BUILDING--CASE B

t t ii t

NO, CAPACITY R_TING _ Q'fY LOCATION
i . li i .i. ii ' ii it . ,, iii i i i,

INNER LID STAND 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

SHIELD WINDOW 3' x 3' i0 UNLOADING HOT CELL

TRANSFER DRAWER 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

SHIELD DOOR WITH DRIVE 1 UNLOADING HOT CELL

(CRANE MAINTENANCE ROOM)

,CONTAINER TRANSFER CAR i0 TONS 2 HP 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL ,'

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE 1 HP 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

FLOOR SHIELD PLUG (INNER) 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

FLOOR SHIELD PLUG (OUTER) - 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

FLOOR SHIELD PLUG 4 UNLOADING HOT CELL

LIFTING YOKE (OUTER)

FLOOR SHIELD PLUG 1 UNLOADING HOT CELL

LIFTING YOKE (INNER)

REMOTE VIEWING SYSTEM 5 UNLOADING HOT CELL

MONORAIL HOIST (EMPTY 2 TONS 3 HP 1 OPERATING GALLERY
CONTAINER TRANSFER)

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE 5 OPERATING GALLERY

INERTIA WELDING MACHINE 3 WELDING HOT CELL

BRIDGE CRANE I0 TONS 12 HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

GRAPPLE (ENGAGE CON- i0 TONS 3 WELDING HOT CELL

TAINER FLANGE)

GRAPPLE (ENGAGE CON- I0 TONS 3 WELDING HOT CELL

TAINER PINTLE)

CONTAINER TRANSFER CAR i0 TONS 2 HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

WELDER LOADING STATION 1 HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

,r,,,,,_
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MAJOR EQUIPMEIT!'LIST
WASTE HANDLING BUII/)ING--CASE B

l I,Hii i_ i ,i m|

l NO. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION CAPACITY RATING
i i i

MONORAIL HOIST (gERVICE 15 TONS 17-i/2 HP 3 WELDING HOT CELL

WELDING MACHINE)

CONTAINER TURNTABLE i HP 12 WELDING HOT CELL

(FLOOR MOUNTED)

ULTRASONIC TEST

EQUIPMENT

LEAK TEST STATION AND 3 WELDING HOT CELL

EQUIPMENT

SHIELD WINDOW ,3' x 3' 24 WELDING HOT CELL

TRANSFER DRAWER 3 WELDING HOT CELL

MASTER SLAVE MANIPULATOR 6 WELDING HOT CELL

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE 1 HP 6 WELDING HOT CELL

CALIBRATION CYLINDER 3 WELDING HOT CELL

SHIELD DOOR WITH DRIVE 3 WELDING HOT CELL

(CRANE MAINTENANCE ROOM)

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK I0 TONS 3 WEI_)ING HOT CELL

INERTING STATION AND 3 WELDING HOT CELL

EQUIPMENT

REMOTE VIEWING SYSTEM 3 WELDING HOT CELL

i
DECON SPRAY CHAMBER 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-

TION CELL

CONTAINER TRANSFER CAR I0 TONS 2 HP 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-

TION CELL

MASTEP_ SLAVE MANIPULATOR 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-
TION CELL

SHIELD WINDOWS 3 CONTAINER DECONTAMINA-

TION CELL

CONTAINER DECONTAMINATION 3 CONTAINER DECONT_MINA-

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TION CELL

I , i|ll ii i
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE HANDLING BUILDING--CASE B

i ii i ii i i iiii i i i

EQUIPING. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION I CAPACITySIZEOR RATT.NGPOWER QTY LOCATION
ii ] __l- i iiii -i ii i i ..... ,............

I MONORAIL HOIST (COMPLETED I0 TONS 12-I/2 HP 1 OPERATING GALLERY
CONTAINER TRANSFER)

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE i !lP 3 OPERATING GALLERY

CONTAINER TRANSFER CAR "__v TONS 2 HP 4 SURFACE STOR.CE VAULT

TRANSFER TUNNEL

CONTAINER TRANSFER i00 TONS I00 HP 2 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

MACHINE

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE i HP 8 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

GRAPPLE (ENGAGE CON- I0 TONS 2 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT
TAINER PINTLE)

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DRIVE 20'W x 18'H 2 HP 4 SURFACE STOFu_GE VAULT

(FOR UNDERGROUND

TRANSPORTER)

SHIELD PLUGS 288 CONTAINER, DECONTAMINA-

TION CELL

CONTAINER SLEEVE ASSEMBLY 288 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

VENT PIPE HEPA FILTER 1 SURFACE STORAGE VAULT

SYSTEM

BRIDGE CRANE 200 TONS 95 HP 1 CASK MAINTENANCE

RECEIVING BAY

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK 40 TONS 1 CASK MAINTENANCE

(TRUCK CASK) RECEIVING BAY

ROTATING LOAD BLOCK 150 TONS I CASK MAINTENANCE

(RAIL CASK) RECEIVING BAY

TRUCK CASK-LIFTING YOKE 40 TONS i CASK MAINTENANCE

RECEIVING BAY

RAIL CASK-LIFTING YOKE 150 TONS I CASK MAINTENANCE

RECEIVING BAY

CASK TRANSFER CAR 5 H_ 2 CASK MA,INTENA/_CE

RECEIVING BAY

ii ,,,, iii ii,ii .
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTEHANDLING BUILDING--CASE B

..... QTYEQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER LOCATIONNO. CAPA_I'rY RATING
ii ii i .. i i iii

CASK FLUSH/LEAK TEST i CASK MAINTENANCE

EQUIPMENT RECEIVING BAY

CASK DECONTAMINATION 1 CASK MAINTENANCE

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT RECEIVING BAY

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DRIVE 16PW x 22'H 2 HP 2 CASK MAINTENANCE
RECEIVING BAY

BRIDGE CRANE 5 TONS 5 HP 3 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

BASKET-LIFTING YOKE 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

(TRUCK CASK)

BASKET-LIFfING YOKE 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

(RAIL CASK)

,] SPACER-LIFTING YOKE 3 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA
(TRUCK CASK)

SPACER-LIFTING YOKE 3 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

(RAIL CASK)

SPACER AND BASKET i CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

TRANSFER CAR

WET VACUUM AND SLUICER 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

EQUIPMENT

SHIELD VALVE WITH DRIVE i HP 6 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

SHIELD WINDOWS 3' x 3' 26 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DRIVE 16'W x 22'H 2 HP 4 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

ROLL-UP DOOR WITH DRIVE 12'W x 18'H 2 HP 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

SHIELD DOOR WITH DRIVE 2 HP 2 CASK MAINTENANCE AREA

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 2 HVAC MECH. ROOM

. (FOR OPERATING GALLERIES) (SYSTEM I)

OUTSIDE AIR INTAKE 2 HVAC MECH. ROOM

WITH TORNADO DAMPER (SYSTEM i)

(FOR OPERATING GALLERIES)

mJ_iummlm,, - _' ,_ -I r I I
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE HANDLING BUILDING--CASE B

I|NI IIIPnumm I INU I III

EQUIP EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SIZE OR POWER
NO. CAPACITY RATING Q;FY LOCATION

.... i u i iiinulu I NI I

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 6 HVAC MECH. ROOM

(FOR UNLOADING AND (SYSTEM I)
WELDING HOT CELLS)

OUTSIDE AIR INTAKE 6 HVAC MECH. ROOM

WITH TORNADO DAMPER (SYSTEM I)
(FOR UNLOADING AND

WELDING HOT CELLS)

HEPA FILTER UNIT--Isr 4 NEPA FILTER ROOM

STAGE (FOR UNLOADING AND NO. i (SYSTEM ])
WELDING HOT CELLS)

HEPA FILTER UNIT--2ND 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

STAGE (FOR UNLOAD ING AND NO. 2 (SYSTEM i)

WELD ING HOT CELLS)

EXHAUST FAN (FOR 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

UNLOADING AND WELDING NO. 2 (SYSTEM I)
HOT CELLS )

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 8 HVAC MECH. ROOM

(FOR MAINTENANCE, RE- (SYSTEM 2)
CEIVING AND SHIPPING)

OUTSIDE AIR INTAKE WITH 8 HVAC MECH. ROOM

TORNADO DAMPER (FOR (SYSTEM 2)
MAINTENANCE, RECEIVING

AND SHIPPING)

HEPA FILTER UNIT-2 STAGES 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

(FOR MAINTENANCE, RE- (SYSTEM 2)
CEIVING AND SHIPPING)

EXHAUST FAN 6 HEPA FILTER ROOM

(FOR MAINTENANCE, RE- (SYSTEM 2)

CEIVING AND SHIPPING)

SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 2 HVAC MECH. ROOM

(FOP. ADMIN. OFFICES AND (SYSTEM 3)
LAB)

EXHAUST FAN 2 H_AC MECH. ROOM

(SYSTEM 3 AND 4)

ii i i ....... , , iii - _. i
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
WASTE HANDLING BUILDING--CASE B

llnl '--" _ i i i ii illlll u n

ESTIMATED 1ESTIMATED 1

EQUIP SIZE OR POWER

I NO. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION CAPACITY RATING QTY LOCATIONiiiw.... li _ . ,-

I
SUPPLY AIR HANDLING UNIT 2 HVAC MECH. ROOM I
(FOR CONTROL ROOM) (SYSTEM 4) I

I
I

RADIATION MONITORS LOT THROUGHOUT WHB I
I

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT THROUGHOUT WHB I

l
iii i i ,, i i
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